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Good luck on finals and
Merry Christmas, from tile
LOBO staff.
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Khalil arrives
WASHINGTON
(lJf'l)
l.~gypl \
Prime Minister Mu.1!nfn
Khalil ;trrived us President Anwar
Sadat's emissary Thursday and wns
expected to ask President Caner's
help in reopening negotiations on a
en1cial section .of the IsraeliEgyptian Peace Treaty.
He was to confer with Secretary
or Stnte Cyrus Vance at a working
lunch Friday. Both men were then
scheduled to meet with C~lr(cr at the
White House,
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According to authoritative
reports that preceded Khalil'o
arrival. The Egyptians arc prepared
to accept an American compromise
proposal for cslabli.shing local
Palestinian governments in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip by the
end or 1979.
The
Washington
Treaty
negotiations have been brought to a
dead hall by this "timetable" issue.
Israel rejects any fixed deadline for
establishing the autonomous
Palestinian governments and Egypt
originally demanded a much tighter
schedule.
While Egypt appears to be ready
for compromise on this issue,
however, the reports also said it has
reconsidered its position on another
sect ion of the basic treaty- article
6, which is meant to reconcile the
peace agreement with Egypt's
previous treaty obligations with the
rest of the Arab world.
In the present draft treaty test,
already accepted by lsarel, both
countries declare "the obligations
of thi~ treaty will be binding,''
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MEXICO CITY (UPI)-A small
tremor rattled Mexico City
Thursday less than 15 hours after
four violent earthquakes killed nine
persons, injured 500 and cracked
dozens of wildly swaying highrises
in the capital.
All the quakes were centered in
the Pacific in an area off the coast
of Southern Oaxaca State where a
team of University of Texas
scientis._ts last year predicted a
major earthquake in 1978.
"The damage hasn't been added
up yet," Mexico City Mayor Carlos
Hank Gonzalez said after touring
the areas hit by the first of Wednesday's qoakes, the strongest in 21
years. "But considering the
phenomenon, it's minimal."
Police spokesman Jose Madrid
said a total of four quakes Wednesday caused the deaths of eight

{,N.l"'• •I• thl!l' lJ[. C•ltr<.
J, "''"ro. Pill'''" H•• '' 11nt1 1 u 1,rn· '•1'1\laf·>tii(J

persons in the capital and 500
Nhers were treated for minor injuries and shock.
Madrid said two people were
crushed by a power pole; two died
of heart attacks; two construction
workers died while working in a city
prison; one was crushed by a falling
wall, and the other jumped to his
death from a third-floor window
believing his building was about to
collapse.
The government-run Notimex
News Agency said a ninth person
died in the city of Oaxaca and 15
university students suffered second
degree burns when a beaker of
sulfuric acid was knocked over.
The quake also knocked down a
wall at a Oaxaca Prison, allowing
an undetermined number of
prisoners to escape, four have been
recaptured.

Mourners
overflovv
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SAN FRANCISCO (UP!)·
Thousands of mourners overflowed
St. Mary's Cathedral today for the
funeral of San Francisco Mayor
George Moscone, slain along with
supervisor Harvey Milk in their city
hall offices three days ago.
Dan White, the jailed ex-city
.official charged with the slayings,
has admitted he was the killer, the
San Francisco Chronicle reported.
A jailer said White, 32, known as
the ''law and order" supervisor on
the city legisitive body until his
recent resignation, lay on the bunk
in his cell reading as the funeral
began.
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All 2.,400 seals in the modernistic
Catholic cathedral were filled and
hundreds of other mournersblacks, whites, the young and the
old, a cross-section of San Franci~co's many ethnic groups-stood in
the streets under dreary overcast
skies as the final farewell to
Moscone, 49, got under way.
They stood solemn and hushed as
the Roman Catholic funeral mass
began.
Memorial services for the
murdered supervisor, avowed
homosexual Harvey Milk, were
scheduled later in the day at the
city's opera house. His body was to
be cremated.
"Mr. Moscone was an excellent
mayor and it was a tragic thing."
said a black man accompanying his
wife to the funeral. "We have come
to pay our respects."
People of all the city's main
racial groups-whites, black,
oriental, hispanic-appeared at the
service, to be followed by burial at
Holy Cross Cemetery in suburban
Colma.
"He appointed me to the
redevelopment commission," said
Dian Blomquist. s·he said Moscone
gave many people chances to serve
in city government and added, "the
whole gist of this is that it is not
politics.

Looking for a different gift?

At least two older buildings
collapsed in Mexico City and 750
other structures sustained damage,
forcing the evacuation of thousands
of people.
The Tacubaya Seismological
Institute said Thursday's quake hit
at 4:23 a.m. registered between 5.5
and 5.8 on the open-ended richter
scale and its epicenter was in the
sameareaofWednesday'stremors.
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OXFORD, England (UPI)Former President Richard Nixon,
his motorcade showered by eggs
and flour thrown by I ,000 angry
students,
told
the Oxford
University Union Thursday that he
''screwed up" Watergate and paid
the pri.ce by having to resign.
Outside the hall where Nixon
spoke on topics ranging from
Watergate to the Soviet nuclear
lhreat to President Carter's human
rights policies, some l,OOO U.S. and
British students scuffled with police
and often drowned out his voice
with loud r;hants of "Hurry up
Nixon and Die."
"I'm used to that," Nixon said,
"I don't mind rocks being thrown

;

I
!

at me."
None were. But the students
outside hurled eggs, bags of flour
and tacks at Nixon's motorcade as
he entered and left the hall where an
audience of 800 mostly friendly
Oxford students gave him a
standing ovation. At .least six
demonstrators were arrested.
Nixon touched on Watergate,
criticized President Carter's human
right policy, warned that the Soviet
Union was surpassing America in
nuclear strength and predicted there
would soon be a Middle East peace.
He called Soviet President
Leonid Brezhnev a "realist" who
doesn't want war but who does
want "th~ world."
He was asked if he regretted
Watergate.
"Many felt I didn't. handle it
properly, they were right. I screwed
it up and l paid the price.'' he said.
Nixon praised his Republican
successor, Gerald Ford, but
criticized President Carter for
taking such a strong line on human
rights.
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Freestyle Camp

I

Four days .of personal instruction in ballet skiing and
freestyle maneuvers by New Mexico's top ballet coaches.
Video tapes of all afternoon sessions and of final day
student competition. For information call (505) 754--2941
or (505) 586-084-8 or fill out and mail order blank
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January 12-15 at Powder Puff
1n Red River, NM
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Ed91ear disregard for scripture

Editorial

Advertising hype
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Ecitor·
On "'ev 28. i granted an .nter.,ew to your reporter Sam Montoya. A
oomon of :he 'Tlatenal prov1ped appeared in the LOBO of Nov. 29. I
w1sh to make .::ena1n cianficatrons ~ere. First, I did not characterize the
oolit•cal '1ature of the C~ban system many manner. It was Mr. Montoya
who chose :o call ,j a dictatorship. Secondly, the basis upon which the
mvttanons were :ssuec: oublic declarations by Cuban exiles that the
differences oetween :he Cuban government and the exile community
be resolved bv peaceful conversations was not even mentioned,
although this was a central point. Third, ! mentioned that the secretary
to the Archbishop of :he diocese of Dade CountY was 'nvited, nat the
'j,rchbishop of the diocese ot Miami. ' Fourth, I did not say that the
~uoan affic:als 'istened and took 'lotes 'in a very sincere and friendly
'11anne; ·• !' have no idea how one listens or takes notes in such a
'ash•on. What I sa1d was that the conversations were serious,
•espectful and fnendly. Fifth,
did not say that "delegations of
;::msoners were allowed to address the conference." What I said was
~hat delegations of prisoners were able to meet with us outside of the
::onle•ence, :n the ··obbv of the hotel where we stayed. Sixth. the
:.man government sa1d .t would be willing to release 3,000 political
::~•oscners at a •ate of about 400 persons, as a minimum. Seventh, the
~·,~e••a upon -.<;hat maE>r the :>nsoners .vould be released depended on
:t-e ,atme ::l :ne .::'lmE>. :1:ne n pnsan. health of prisoner. age of
,:;'"~2~er ann att1tuae :ow·ard ~ehabiiitatton .
' ::"' ·epc"!e• 'lad 'loth·'lg :o say about farmer prisoners now living •n
2-:::a :he :1ver o::J.:l 'lersons who dttemptcd 10 leave the -:ountry
e;;c • ~he ·eac:Kl"~ .1! :he go,•ernment of Venezuela. m of the
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Fed up with waste
Editoral:

the Gospel rather than taking up impossibl~ to .see in a woman the
A lot of people da~'t know this, but during the 1973 Arab oil embargo,
The editorial in Nov. 30 LOSO
image of Christ during the :he U:S. was prepanng plans for emergency transit, as an alternative to
time with politiGal maneuvering,
was
notable
for
both
its
Secondly, women's ordination is celebration of the Eucherist. 1nvad1ng Saud1 Arabia, And it isn't the first time. During World War II GM
demogaguery and theological
~ violation of Scripture. This is not Furthermore, in light of Paul's converted lines to n;ake t~nks Wit,h six months, f\lso, as part of those
ignorance. The Catholic Church is
not burdened 'inability to keep up JUSt the Roman Church's position, emphasis on Godly living for the plan,s, there was Jnvast1ga11on mto low-cast, cost-effective transit
b.ut also that of the L..utheron ministry; how could Christ and the ~qutpment such_ as ~iesel busways, priority traffic signals, diesel/electric
with the 20th Century,' in fact
Church·Missou ri Synod. The Apostles refusal to ordain the Virgin Jltn~y vans: taXIs, b1cycle trailers for express buses, bikeways, tranfer
nothing could be farther from the
Apostle
Paul sets down the Mary (who Roman Catholics st~tJon destgn, and so on. During the embargo there was a serious move
truth. The real inability concerns
g~ldelines
on ministry this way in I Believe to be without sin) be for any '":'th gasoline r~tioning or price increases, to transit, Reason: If the U.s:
disregard for the clear disregard for
Timothy
2:
12; "I don't permit a reason other than to establish a d1d not stop us1ng gasolme powered cars within cities the economy would
Holy Scripture and the place of
woman
to
teach men or have male priesthood for all time? If the suffer ~evere unemployment and inflation, eventually leading to a
authority in the Catholic Church.
E!Uthority
over
them." AI! . the Bless.ed Mather was unqualified to depresston, It_ was found in Congressional hearings that the auto was
The first point that needs to be
references
to
the
pastoral m1n1stry be a priest, than certainly no actu~lly creiltlng u_nemployment since it was starving other more em·
made is that the Roman Catholic
1n
the
New
T~s,t,ament
use only th.e woman can claim qualification ploymg and essential parts of the economy of raw materials, capital and
Church is not and indeed should
male
pronoun.
It
IS
a
true
say1ng 1f today, There certainly wasn't any labor. Contrary to popular opinion, implementation of a super-convenient
not be a democratic institution.
a
man
wan~~
to
~e
a
pa~tor
he has a doubt of this in the early church, far and fast transit system would create more employment viil the multiplier
After all, Pilate put Ghrist up to a
'
good
amb1~~on.
(I
Timothy
3:1) the all-male tradition is universal effect, than in oil/auto industry.
vote! Church teaching is rooted in
And
also:
The
men
you
choos~
and
unchanged
down
throughout
Nov:' it would seem ironic that one of the world's largest economies does
scripture and tradition an an equal
must be well thought of lor the1r the years in Roman Catholicism. not stJII make a transit-grade micro bus, but yet Japan, Germany, and
basis; as Interpreted by the
good lives. These Pa~tors must be Authentic Christianity must follow Franc~ do, As part of these hearings, it was found that GM and oil interest
Ghruch's magister1um, the Pope
men ot blam~less _11~es becaus~ the practice of tbe early church were Involved in a price·fixing campaign, violating anti-trust laws to shut
and the Bishops, The Second
they
are Gods mtnlsters. The1r without change if its own vitality is down streetcar systen;s, including Albuquerque's, buy up ele~tric bus
Vatican Council in its Constitution
belief
in the truth must be strang, to be preserved. Anyway, why take ma~ufacturers and ~el1berately f!lake parts that fall, planned equipment
on Divine Revelation maintains that
for
there
i!re many who refuse to the trouble when the unbelievers del1~ery . delays, m1srepresentat1on of transit tehnalagy in highway
Scripture together with sacred
obey."
,
who criticise the church on this eng1neenng te~tbooks, haltin~ of electric vehicle research, corruption in
tradition as the supreme rule of
Th~ t~trd argument, sacred matter would refuse to accept the the Federal H1ghway AdminiStration, the list is endless. It became ap·
faith, as inspired by God and
tradtt1on 1s the most cogent of all. faith and be saved anyway? The parent,, With the !ong gasoline lines that there had been an undue emphasis
committed once and for all to
Most Catholic and Protestant church has never been able to upon highways, tf not only to serve highway/oil interests.
writing, they impart the Word of
~hurch
confess in ;the Nicene Creed please the world no matter what it
Recently, the city voters rejected Mayor Rusk's sales tax, It isn't
God Himself without chtmge and
One
H~ly
Catholic
and
Protestant
does,
so
why
start
a
futile
enbeca~se
people are unwilling to pay their taxes, it is because people are fed
make the voice of the Holy Spirit
church,
Translated
this
means
terprise
now?
up
Wtth
governmental
waste, Even still, the transit department refuses to
resound in the words of the
that
a~thentic.
religions
follows
In
sum,
the
ordinations
of
buy
low-cost,
cost-effective
equipment; but prefers only to buy expensive
prophets and Apostles. Therefore it
Apo~tallc
practtce,
The
Apostles
women
will
never
be
valid
in
God's
~-passenger
buses.
Still,
transit
funds are locked up by highway interest
is clear that the church's teaching is
?1dn
t
ordam
women,
so
the
option
eyes,
.and
his
opinion
is
all
that
~~
both
local
and
federal
government,
and still local officials are
not a matter of divisive debate and
IS
?lased
to
the
Church.
Pore
Paul
matters.
Let
the
unbelievers
keep
diS_cau_raged
from
buying
the
excellent
foreign
transit equipment. The
publicity campaigns, but is the
VI
s.
Febra~ry
197_7
statement
their
rabble
rousing
and
pies,
for
po_m~
IS,
Mayor
Rusk
ca~
still
implement
a
rea/
transit system with his
'marching orders' given to God to
reaffirms
this,
Chnst
was
and
Christianity
has
the
truth.
ex1stmg
resources,
but
he
s
got
to
take
on
the
government
itself.
the church through the Apostles
remains a man, and it would be
Thomas P. Fisher
Martin Nix
without change. These orders
specifically reserve the ordained
ministry for men alone, so it doesn't
matter how many nuns or other
feminists outside the chruch beat
the drums far their awn demands.
Every time a religious organization
that puts doctrinal matter sup for a
vote has come to grief. For
example, its no mere coincidence
that most religious organizations
that admit women to their ministry
orrabbinate also condone abortion.
Let's first touch on the biggest
problem with women's ordination.
It is divisive and causes schism in
the church. Just remember the
example of the Episcopal Church
(which is oversupplied with
seminary candidates) who suffered
· a schism after their 1977 Con100 YEARS AGO people read the way you're reading now, word py word,
vention approved women's orabout300 or so words a minute.
dination in disregard for Holy
And 100 years ago that kind of reading didn't cause any problems. The
Scripture and Sacred Tradition.
public could keep up with what was happening pretty welL
But, today, our knowledge Is exploding so fast that people who want to keep
Same of the most active and
ahead are actually falling behind. There's simply too much to read - too much
spiritual members of the Episcopal
homework, too many magazines,· too many books, too many reports and memos ..
Church have felt their consciences
What's the solution? Learn how to read faster and better.
so violated by majority railroading
You can do It, too. So far over 1,000,000 other people have done It·- people
with different jobs, different IO's, different Interests, different educations
that they have set up the Anglican
(students, businessmen, housewives) have completed the course. Our grad·
Church of North America to
uates are people from all walks of life. These people have all taken a course
preserve their historic faith. Saint
developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent educator. Practically all of them at
Paul says in Titus 3:10 and 11 "If
least tripled their reading speed with equal or better comprehension. Most have
increased it more.
anyone is causing division among
you, such a person has a wrong
sense of values," Paul in his letter
Think for a moment what that means. All of them ··even the slowest
efficiency (rate in relation to comprehension), your entire tuition will be
to Timothy (11,2:14·16) also goes on
--now read an average novel in less than two hours. They read an en lire
refunded.
to observe: "Remind your people of
issue of Time or Newsweek in 35 minutes. They don'! Skip or skim.
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Is now offering their special In·
these great facts {the Gospel), and
They read every word. They use no machines. Instead, they h>t the
tensified seven day course ..• the course meets for seven straight
material they're reading determine how fast they read.
days ...daytime and evening classes are available. The seven day
command them in the name of the
And mark this well: they actually understand more, remember more,
course Is Intense and requires time and hard work, but if you take It
Lord not to argue over unimportant
and enjoy more than when they read slowly. That's right! They underand work hard, we'll have you reading faster and studying more efthings, Such arguments are
ficiently than you ever believed possible,
stand more, They remember more. They enjoy more.
confusing and useless, and even
II reading is or should be a major part of your life ... if you'd like to
Since 1961, three Presidents of the United States have chosen this
learn how to read faster . . •concentrate completely on what you're
course for either themselves or their staffs.
harmful. Know what His Word says
readmg . . . lake better class notes and understand and remember
You can do the same thing -·even if you're a relatively slow reader
and means. Stear clear of foolish
what you read, then call Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics.
now. We guarantee it. In fact, if you don't at least triple your reading
discussion which lead people into
-- -- -- -·-- -- -----·
··-- ··-·--- -- ---"
the s!n of anger with another.
. Things will be said that will burn
and hurt far a long time to come."
Certainly ali the name calling and
accusations by those favoring
women priests fit into this
category. Since this question
causes division that hampers the
Church's mission, women's ordination is not Gad's will, That
alone is reason enough. Was it
really worth dividing the Episcopal
Church over women priests when
that Church already has more
clergy than parishes? As for the
argument that women are needed
to fill priestly ranks in the Roman
Church, could change its discipline
on married priests (not a doctrinal
matter, only one of practice) and fill
priestly ranks with those men who
are filling up the married deaconate
program to the bursting paint. But
let me emphasize that is th~
Church's decision alone to make.
Let rebel nuns go abo.uuhe work of
-~
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Special Intensified 7-Day Course
Classes Forming Now!
So call today

268·4511

This Course Will Be Completed Before Classes Resume After The Holidays
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Proposal to be studied
A propo.;al to incrca;e UNM
'>tudent fcc> will receive further
;tudy to determine at what level
st ttdent services could operate next
year without the new revenue,
Prcsklcnt William E. Davis an·
nounccd Thursday.
D.!tvis said that each of the
operations financed from the
student fcc income will be asked to
make an immediate impact
evaluation of how it could operate
wilh a reduction in expenditure llCXt
year of about eigl1t per cent.
He pointed out that if the present

the $4,680,000 in fcc revenue went
into debt service to retire bonds.
Next year, $2,340,000 must be paid
for debt service. Since we can't cut
tl1crc, the other cuts must be twice
a<· deep," Davis said.
Davis said Student Health
Services will be asked to report
what services it would have to ~ut
with its budget pared from
$966,500 to $886,000; ASUNM/GSA
from $420,000 to
$390,000; New Mexico Union from
$300,000 to $275,000; Popejoy Hall
from $69,000 to $64,000; non-

$137.50 student fee charge i;
retained next year, it will produce
$195,000 lc>'> revenue than
budgeted I or the current year
because of an expected drop in
enrollment. lnnaling fixed cost>
will make even less buying power
available in bud{!.ct'>, he ;aid.
·'Ahnost half of the fee revenue
h beyond our control. Year.> ago, it
was legally committed to pay off
bonds sold for such tl1ings as the
New Mexico Union, and Student
Health Services and many academic
facilities. This year, $2.,344,600 of

~---··-

Eleven
extraordinary
men have earned
the world's most
prestigious
award.
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Made possible by a grant from
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Rockwell International

(Check your local listings)

The Cultural Program Committee
and the Associated Students
·-. ·.·•·········.··.··
'. '.--= '·:
·rn····.·.n····.·
. . =·._.-__________ ·._._:.__

Popejoy Hall
at the University of New Mexico

Tickets Now Available for

l

~
f

WINNIE THE POOH
One performance only
Sunday, December 3, 1:30PM
Tickets - Advance $1.50 - Door - $2.00

The MAGIC of MICRONESIA
Travel - Adventure film
Monday, December 11, 7:30PM
Tickets - Public .. $2.50
Students, Fac/Staff - $2.00

The MARRIAGE of FIGARO
by

The Canadian Opera & Orchestra
Friday • lJecember 15; 8:15PM
ASUNM/GSA- 1/2 price

tremendous" grassroots support.

per cent surcharge would be added to the total amount

planned

i
l

loaned. .
Numencally • the plan would help more students
from state-s~pported univers.iries,. sai? ~ilber, but
would also g1ve a boost to pnvate mslltutwns whose
bud,gets are largely tuition. dependent.
. Sllb~r smd the fund, 1f approved, would provide
fu1ancwl support aimed at middle-class students
unable to obtain federal aid reserved for low-income
students. A low-income student would be encouraged
toh~e~k other means ~f support, such as BEOG grants
w 1c would not reqUire repayment.
The adv
f d
'd S'l
. . ance un ' s~1
1 ber, would stabilize
~o~pet~t!On betwe7n pnvate and state-supported
InstitUtions by. offermg students "a choice" that's not
dependent on mcome.

f

r····-------------,
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Buy one Rizza,
I get the next smatler size free.
I :!ZZE! Inn·~ lrr~sl:>!lbla pizzas aro now twrco as 1omptu1g With th!s coupo
I %~~~ x,~~~b~r~:~~tgih~~·:~~:r %:n~~~I~OSI~~~~~~·1vc;rust PIZZa or any·l~rgB ~izo
1 smaller size with equal
mimb~r otlngrodienrs J~gnd th.Y~~~~= f;~ac~~!n,~:xt
ProsonllhJs coupon with guest check
·
I

INN-1 0

Valldthru; Dec.

8, 1978 ~· .
r,!

L Coupon Not Valid lor Gourmet Pizzas

•

zza.1.nn.

Educational and career information will be more accessible to
people throughout the state when a
new information delivery system
funded by federal and state grants
is established in New Mexico.
University of New Mexico
secondary and adult teacher
education Professor Greg Bowes
director of the Educationai
Information
Centers
(EIC)
program, said a federal grant of
$45,454 has been awarded to New
Mexico to begin planning the state·
wide system. A one-third matching
grant will be awarded by the state
government.
Bowes said proposal are
currently being accepted for
projects to provide services,
equipment and facilities for the
information system. He said four to
six grants of $1000 to $7000 will be
awarded.

•

296-0588
881-1018
298.6868

"\\\:wP.i zza .Lo.n.

got a feeling you're gonna lila: us.",

Anl' experimental course entitled "Writers· at. Work"
w·1'll b nng
· mne
·
.
novehlst~ to the c~mp~s ?ext semester to talk to students about the
mec ames of creatmg f1cllon.
~he course, English 300, will be taught by Stanley Crawford the
aut or of Some I.nstructions, Log of the S.S. Mrs. Uguentine 'and
o.th~r bhooks. It wtll feature guest lectures on fictional techniqu~s by
e1g tot e; n?ted a,uth~rs working in sev~ral fields.
s/hey Wlll!.nclude R1chard Bradford, author ~f the best-selling Red
1 at Mornmg and other books; Dorothy B. Hughes whose novels
won ~or her a rare Grand Masters award of the Mystery Writers of
Ame~1ca, and Richard Martin Stern, perhaps best knwon here for the
nove upon which the movie "The Towering Inferno" was based
Sthtersn's moFst ret;ent ~ovel, Snowbound Six, takes place on the road~~
e anta e Sk1 Basm.
The course. is ~joint pro~ect of the English department, the Honors
Center, Contmu1?g Education and the department of journalism.
Pr?f. Tony Hlllerman, who has been involved in the project said
th~ hst ~f ~uthor~ will also include two of the nation's best k~own
sc1e~ce f1ct10n wnters, and others prominent in other fields. "They
can t be announced yet because we don't have the dates and appearances confirmed," Hillerman said.
The .co11rse ~ill be_ t~ught on .13 consecutive Saturday mornings
fr~m 9.30 to 11.30 a.m. m the Honors Center for three hours credit. It
Will also be open to non·degree students and to auditors.
·.
"The course .is intended for those ~ith a serious interest in the
process of writing fiction," Hillerman said. "We scheduled it on
Saturday so that it would not conflict with other courses and so others
in the Albuquerque area could attend."

ACCEPT NO
SUBSTITUTESKY'S!!

Class to be taught
via satellite

HAVE A

Two-way communication via satellite between the UNM College of

N~rsing and the University of Washington School of Nursing in Seattle

Will be used early next year to teach new skills to nurses in the Albuquerque

area.
The ."university without walls" series will consist of seven continuing
educa_tmn classes on the latest research findings in how to assess the health
of chtldren who might be under the nurses' care. The classs will include
how to assess such activities as feeding, sleeping, and interaction with
parents.
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GET READY
F_OR WINTER!

Sunday Brunc:h
11-00·2·00

Stud~nts·l0%off
with this ad on
Brunch,Dec.3orDec.8
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The Woolrich Alaskan shirt is the
traditional wilderness shirt in
beautiful twills of heavy weight
wool reinforced with nylon.

A

~
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.Jr; Mens; Women!!! Sizes $27.00

~

FirstTimethese
unique pastries are ~
h!l!ing served ~.
in Albuquerque. A
~
~

301 Cornell SE
(at Cornell & Lead) ~~
266•8400 ,
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Mountains
&

Rivers
268·4876
2320 Central S.E. Mon-Fri:l0·6 Sat:9·5
RIGHT
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1240 Wyoming Blvd. NE
5555 Montgomery NE
3040 Juan Tabo

Novelists to visit
campus in spring

syst~m

i
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Effective Jan. l, 1979, UNM student employees will receive a pay increase under the federally proposed minimum wage guidelines, said
Dorothy Chartier, assistant director of Student Financial Aids and Career
Services.
"All student employees will be under the increase," approved by the
Student Policies and Procedures Committee on Nov. 14, 1978 said
Chartier.
'
Presently students are paid on three seperate group scales, according to
qualincations and job reqllirements, with a start rate and maximum pay
rate.
Under the new guidelines, group one will receive $2.90 to start and $3.05
as a maximum; group two begins at $3.05 with a maximum of $3.20· and
group three starts at $3.20 with possible increases to $3 .80. ·
'
"Although students in group three are eligible to make up to $3.80 this
increase is not academic and can only become implemented upo~ the
request of the department in which the student is employed " said
Chartier.
'
All work study increases will automatically be applied to records in the
work study office and "requests for non work study increases, which come
from individual departments, will be checked out by the Student
Employment OFfice to insure eligibility,'' she said.
Chartier additionally announced that her office is authorizing full time
work (40 hours a week), for work study students, over the Christmas
holidays.
However she expressed her concern over this decision and advises work
study supervisors to use only those students which are "absolutely
necessary."
"At this time we are not adequately covered for summer work study
funds, and unless we receive a supplemental allocation we may be forced to
cut back student hours next semester."
Chartier and several other UNM financial aid counselors are presently
attending a conference in Little Rock, Arkansas to revise funding
guidelines of federal education assistance programs.

The
NATIONAL FOLK BALLET of MEXICO
Friday December 1,'3:30 & 8:15PM
Tickets -Public - $8.00, $7.00, $5.00
- UNM Students, Fac/Staff - 1/z price

supporting as .students repayed their obligation at 2

Delivery

k...

to get raise

The author of a proposed college tuition plan now

Boston University President John R. Silber in
Albuquerque this week as guest of the New M ' ·
lndepende1~t College Association, said his fe~~trca~
plan, pnnc1paUy designed to aid students from middle
cl~~s backgrounds, was gaining broad based support. The parents are for it, students are for it Now we
have to line up Congress and the Senate to su~port .·t ,
1•
he said.
The plan, known as the Tuition Advance Fund
would offer students attending both private 1;nd state:
· t f
s.up.ported institutions up to $ 5 000
.
.
, . a year ou o a
.
potentml $4 bil\.ion federal fund. Students would
become . eligible for the money after successful
completion of the freshman year.

·oflea

sa1d S1lber, would eventually become self-

~cfore Congress said Thursday his plan is gaining per cent of theu annual income after graduation. A 50

,,

Stud.ents

f~nd,

•

.I nn~tr1gu1ng .

1s lll!!~1ng support

revenue sports from $450,000 to collect the responses from the
$413,000; and intramurals from various organizations which it
$l60,(X)0 to $147,000. Because of finances,'' Davis said.
specific commitments, the relatively
Davis said that even though the
smaller Music Band budget now tuition and fees charged at UNM
$59,000, would not be reduced.
are in the bo(tom third among state
The other budget reductions are universities even with the proposed
slightly more than eight per cent, increase, "we wan ·"keep rates as
except for ASUNM/GSA, which is loW as we can without sacrificing
7 .l per cent reduction.
services which are really needed."
The prcsdident pointed out that
He warned, however, that
cuts could be less severe if the
enrollment decline is smaller than making the budget reductions may
expected. However, deeper cuts not be possible without substantial
might be forced by a sharper service reductions. "To maintain
enrollment drop, or by an estimated the existing level of operation in the
face of inflation would take a
$100,000 under-run income from
budget increase of at least seven
fees for the cl)rrent academic year.
Davis said he will press those percent. Therefore, an eight percent
cut in funds, plus failure to receive
involved to give him quick and
accurate responses. "I realize, of the seven percent inflation increase
course, that ASUNM may require adds up to 15 percent loss in reai
income," he said,
mnrP tim~ because it will need to

By S. MONTOYA

An exclusive broadcast
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 12, ON MOST
PUBLIC TELEVISION STATIONS

•

• Silb!Jr. says plan

TODAY

842-9597
FREE COF,F,E:E
5:00 PM til Closing
Nov. 2.7 thru Finals
OPEN 7 Days a week

2114 Central SE (Just% block West of Yale)

Ch;J;i~kah sig nifies struggle
war ior~
Hy DEI.IIIIE LEVY

Compared to the bright bIat.e o f
Chri!;!mas tree dcconttions seen
through the window of a Christian
II
family, the )ight given off by s1.na.
nickering candles in a candela b ra ·tn
the living room of a .kwish family
is pale and unimposing. But the
significance of the candles and of
the holiday they symbolize is as
great as that of Christmas.
Chnnukah is not the most important hollday in Judaism but it is
one of the best-loved. The tradition

reminder or the .Jews' never-ending
str\Igglc for freedom.
d' d
When Alexander the Great te
in the third century B.C., the Greek
""IT1pi_rc wa~ divided. About 2_00
years later, the king in th.e Synan
Port ion of the empire was
d
Antl·o··hus Epiphanes, who forba e
'
.
the praclicc of Judaism in bts
kingdom. He tried to force
Hellenization among the Jew>,
precipitatingarcvolt.
A Jewish priest named Mattathias inti ally led the revolt agai n.st
the Syrians. He and his sons lled

·u-

f
h 1
thetr town o~ Modin or 1 e H '
after Mattathtas
refused
T
b f rc to
themake
towna
0
pagan sacn tce e .
d'
inhabitants and the Synan sol lers.
When a fellow
went to
e altar
h Jew 'f'
M th_ttathtas
to make sue a
'·a an ·
d sacn.
1 k 11tcc,
d th
was so enrage h'
lC I d'
e d emt lot1"
·
After Mat
1as . te· • I10 Judah"'
. · tat d'
1
al'ter fleetng Mo 111 ' m son· b 'd
Maccabeetookoverthesm~ll an
of Jewishdguerillas.
1 The Syn~dns
p 1 o sh~d
1n
desecrate tempes, '~:. u
_ .· ,
the sanctuanes, samltced Slltne s
flesh on the holy altnrs a~d burned
holy scrolls througholll the land.

1

Judah Maccabee and hh
for three years again.st
1
tou9h
, forccs
_ an d f'nally
Antmchus
I
• on
h' d a niversary of the
1
\ lC t If.
n f th~. temple in
lJerusalem
csccratiOnJudah
o was. a ble to lead
·hts
. soldt
· 'e· r's ·back· to the temple to
· · .
:It
·
r"d"dJcatc
" "
•
1\fter the
rubble had b een
!tars built and new
1' d
cea:e .. _new a. 'e· the Jews could
1;.oldl \eslsels I0 1eadcr'use o.f
•1 with
111
on y 0 1
01
1
•l'•b t
kindle the eternal
'~lie
o h' I burns night and
lt~l~t-:one. wf' tcit according to
d<1y 1or 111 In y

trad!ltona! dtctates. The otl was
enough for only one day, but
miraculously
it . .lasted for· eight •
·
Hence, the tradition of celebrating
Chanukah for eight days. "Nes
godol hayah sham"- a great
miracle happened there-is one of
the bases of Chanukah, the festival
o f I'lghts ·
The meaning of Chanukah is not
so much the victory of the Maccabees, but the cleansing of the
desecrated sanctuary made possible
through the victory.
Among contemporary Chanukah
traditions, the most significant is

•

the lighting of the candles each
night of the holiday. The candles

.
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No One Knows or Cares More about Your Hair t an
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Markham .In ternatlOD8

THIS OFFER EXPIRES
Jan. 1, 1979

7804 CENTRAL S.E.

(Between Wyoming
anct Louisiana)
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HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS OF WOMEN
USE ENCARE OVAL:

of cases, however, burning or irritation
has been experienced by either or. both
partners. If this occurs, use shoula be

4:;~;~~~
INSERT
THAN A TAMPON.

En care Oval'" was introduced to American doctors in November 1977. Almost
immediately, it attracted widespread physician and patient attention.
Today, Encare Oval i& being used by
hundreds of thousands of women, and
users surveyed report overwhelming satisfaction. Women using Encare Oval say
they find it an answer to their problems
with the pill, IUD's, diaphragms, and aerosol foams.

The Encare Oval'" is smooth and small, so
it inserts quickly and easily-without an
applicator. There's none of the bother of
aerosol foams and diaphragms. No
device inside you. No pill to remember
every day. Simply use as directed when
you need protection.

2

EFFECTIVENESS
ESTABLISHED IN
CLINICAL TESTS.
Encare Oval" was subjected to one of the
most rigorous tests ever conducted for a
vaginal contraceptive. Results were
excellent-showing that Encare Oval
provides consistent and extremely high
sperm-killing protection. This recent U.S.
report supports earlier studies in European laboratories and clinics.
Each Encare Oval insert contains a precise, premeasured dose of the potent,
sperm-killing agent nonoxynol 9. Once
properly inserted, Encare Oval melts and
gently effervesces, dispersing the spermkilling agent within the vagina.
The success of any contraceptivemethod depends on consistent and
accurate use. Encare Oval'" is so convenient you won't be tempted to forget it
And so simple to insert, it's hard to make
a mistake.
If pregnancy poses a special risk for you,
your contraceptive method should be selected after consultation with your doctor.
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Turners' "Herbal" (1552) says
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Cordoutoy
and

Blue Jeo.ns

1st pair s13.50

2nd pair s12 . so

l
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men's
shop
ral SE
243-6954
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"That innocent-looking growth is believed by some to cure sterility because of its 'phallic'
down?
No and
problem.
to Celtic
Druids was cut With a gold
powers,
thus According
restores family
life."
one book of rituals, mistletoe can sickle from an oak of 30-ycars
be used to discover hidden treasures growth on the sixth day of the
of gold.
moon (when the moon is strongest,
Cra111ming for l'inals giving you naiUrally).
The ceremony wa~ preceded by a
nervous dborders? Ulcers? Relax.
~li~tlctoe i\ valuable in treating sacrifice of two white bulls.
you. (However, you must figure out
The mistletoe was not allowed· to
what exactly to do with the furry touch the ground, but was caught in
a white cloth. It ·was then used as
little fell a.)
Extraordinary fertilizing powers protection against witches.
of the mistletoe are associated with
Decorating the house with
the fact that the plant h propagated mistletoe at Christmas time is often
from bird dung dropped on the assumed to be a survival of the old
branches of trees and with the Druid oak cult.
special holiness and life-giving
The symbol of atonement, goodpowers of dunA. No kidding.
will and reconciliation, is believed

~

-1(
~

Deo.dline Extended

SLIDE SHOW
.. Hiking the Continental Divide"

by Les Scharnberg

Sunday December 3 7:00p.m.
UNM Anthropology Bldg.
Lecture Hall (Room 170)

t

.
*
Conceptions SW has extended Its deadline~

~ fot submissions of student poetry, prose*
-1( and art to December 15. Bring to ffiatton
~ Hall Room 105. Call 277-5656 for details.. :
:¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥:+
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I

t

2421 SAN PEDRO NE

I

(505) 266-8113

I

Thanks to your help,
the tide is beginning to
turn.
. The past few years. haye
brought new discovencs tn
chemotherapy.
And new diagnostic
techniques that combine
the "eyes" of X-ray
machit'!es with the
"brains" ofcomputers.
And successful new
programs of combination
therapies.
And there arc
promising reports con1ing
in from research
laboratories nll over the
world.
We now have
everything we need to save
about hnlf the people who
get cancer.
Please don't quit on u,;

EA 1617

Oval..

Vaginal contraceptive
prElVenti<>n of pregnancy

ll)· GAIL ROSENBLUM
Sure, that cute little evergreen
plant. mi~;tletoe, qtwrantce"' you a
h_j..,.., if hun!! uho\t.' a Joorv..av .n
( 'hri,tfllih time, hut lt rt.•ally · ha . .
morv g.nin~ for it than HllJJ' avL·r~IP.e

kiss~~~

-1(**********************************~

©1978 Eaton-llllerz Laboratories, Inc.

HORMONAL
SIDE EFFECTS.

Most people find Enoare
Oval completely satisfactory. In a limited number

Chanukah it is on the first night,
only the shamash and one candle
glow; on the eighth night, all nine
candles are lit.
Other Chanukah traditions
include: eating latkes-potato
pancakes; playing dreidel, which is
a four sided top with a Hebrew
letter on each side abbreviating the
four words "Nes godol Hayah
sham;" and exchanging gifts,
particulary the gift of gelt-usually
coins for the children, but in these
days of inflation, has often evolved
into bills and checks.
Several years ago a new tradition
developed in Jerusalem. On the eve
of the first night of Chanukah,
special runners are sent from
Mount Zion to the nearby village of
Modin, the ancient home of the
Maccabees, to kindle a torch from
the town's Chanukah menorah.
The lit torch is brought back to
Jewsalem and is used to kindle the
menorah at the tradition site of
King David.'s tomb on Mount Zion.
The torch is then used to kindle
lights on menorahs rescued from
the Nazi holocau.st. This is done by
survivors of concentration camps.
Seventy candelabras-from Auschwitz the Warsaw Ghetto, BergenBcls~n and otller extermination
centers-are assembled in a special
room to symbolize the spirit of
martydom and eternal survival and
faith of the Jews.

BECAUSE EN CARE OVAL
IS INSERTED IN ADVANCE,
IT WON'T INTERRUPT
LOVEMAKING.

Norwich, New York 13815

/Parasite gets more than

are held in a menorah-an eightbranched candelabra. There is a
place for each of the candles plus
the shamash-the servant canct_le-which is used to light the
others. Th.e number of candles lit
depends on what night of

Since there's llo mess or bother, Encare
Oval gives you a measure of freedom
many contraceptives can't match.
The hormone-free Encare Oval. Safer for
your system than the pill or IUD. Neater
and simpler than traditional vaginal contraceptives. So effective and easy to use
that hundreds of thousands have already
found it-quite simply-the preferred
contraceptive.

3No

Encare Oval'" is free of hormones, so it
cannot create hormone-related health
problems-like strokes and heart
attacks-that have been linked to the pill.
And, there is no hormonal disruption of
your menstrual cycle,
_

5

You can buy Encare Oval whenever you
need it...it's available without a prescription. And each En care Oval is individually wrapped to fit discreetly into your
pocket or purse.
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American. I
Cancer Societyt
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Wc;,•mliltocurctunccr jtlyourlifdimc.

I

YES, Have Extra ffioney To Burn!

I

Come To

I
I

Natural Sound

I
I

Lowest Stotewide

Records & To.pes

I

Ptlces In Albuquetque
All J7.98 list LPs ••• J5.75

I
I

Now In stock .. lcugest Import selection In town
New
Releases
On Sale

Grateful Dead - Shakedown Stteet
Em my Lou Ha111s - Best
Eric Clapton - Back Legs
Flrefall- Elcm

... J7.98 List

Now J4.79

I
119 Harvard SE
Hrs ffion.• Thuts. 11-9

I

Fri. & Sot 10-10
Sun. 12-9
255-8295

I

I
J

I

'.

I
,j
,'I
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LOBOsuggests'worstgifts'

Shoppers beware
DIAMOND
ENGAGEMENT
RINGS
FortheONE
You

Love

PIROUETTE

THE STORE FOR DIAMONDS

our own terms
WHERE COMPARATIVE SHOPPERS BUYI
visa mastercharge
IN CARDINAL PLAZA ::::::,:;-""~ 2411 Son Pedro NE

MAKE IT
WITH

JUAREZ
TED.UILA

GOI.O OR S1L VER
IMPORT£0 & -sOTTLttl Sv 7f0UiLA. JJ..,tSCO SA
S..- ~0~15 M:'i SO PROO~

He ~aid the workmanship on dmndisc in a manner that led the
ll) PA TTl \\'A TSO!\
person buying it to believe it was
Chriqma> 'hoppers who \\ant to goods involved in con game' IS worth more than its actual value.
get >omething for nothing may uwally "shoddy," but people
He said con men are "pretty
,pend money to huy inferior or buving them do not im,epct them evenly distributed" all over
worthle" merchandise from con dosely.
"People who are buying the;c Albuquerque, but tend to avoid
men. according to a police sergeant.
parking Jots of big shopping centers
Sgt. Elton Hodgson, head of 1he items are excited about getting a because security guards in those
good
deal
or
arc
in
a
burry
to
Albuquerque Police Department
parking lots run them off.
unit that inve~tigates conftdence purchase the 'stolen' merchan.dlse,
Hodgson stressed that anyone
a~
they
only
glance
at
it,"
he
said.
games, said the number of con men
who
is victimized by a con man
Sgt. Hodgson outlined three con
operating in the cit)' would increase
silould
report it immediately.
"sometime around Thanksgiving," games that have occurred "pret~y
We
have
no way of gauging how
in response to the approaching frequently" in Albuquerque m many people are ripped off in con
recent years.
. ,
holiday season.
games because so few report it.
He cited the sale of "expensiVe
"Con games become more
They
feel stupid and they don't
profitable around this time because watche.s and rings. The jewelry is in want anyone to know, but the only
everyone is shopping-so they have an expensive box and appears way we can stop a con game is to
money to spend-and everyone is expensive at first glance, wonh catch the person pulling it, and we
looking for a good deal," the $Z50 to $500. The pigeon usually can't do that unless we know it is
manages to haggle with the seller
sergeant said,
going on," h.e said .
He said con games usually in- until the price is reduce to $15 :o
J'he sergeant said the only
10
volved the sale of supposedly ex- $20. Actually the jewelry is made
persons who report con games riplarge
lots
and
pieces
sell
for
appensive merchandise for a very low
proximately S!O each. Watches do offs are those who are ''really
price.
mad."
· The con games take place in not run and rings are usually made
"They get to us before their
of
plastic
or
glass.
parking lots of shopping centers
anger
subsides. If they have time to
Another trick reported .bY
and outside small businesses, he
cool
off,
they won't call," he said.
Hodgson is the sale of clothmg
said.
Hodgson
said he thought
''The con man usually gives the from a car trunk, usually outside a university students might be ex'pegion'-the person buying the small business. Items such as three- pecially susceptible to con games.
goods- the impression that the piece suits, coats and dresses a~e
"While most students are going
merchandise is stolen, although he sold for "a fraction" of thetr to school, they are living on a very
probably doesn't actually say it," original cost. He said in re.ality ~he tight budget, and it is very tempting
clothing is made of Jnf.en~r
Sgt. Hodgson said.
to spend a little money to buy a
He
explained
con fide nee material and workmanshtp ts 'neat' present," he. said.
They
fall
apart
quickly.
terrible.
operators usually hint at having
Reputable dealers do not sell
Another scheme is in the sale of
stolen merchandise to justify the
merchandise
on sidewalks, in
low price of the "quality" item to !2-inch, 15-inch and 19-inch parking lots or from trunks of cars,
portable color television sets from
the buyer,
S!OO
to $150. They are generally and that stolen merchandise does
Sgt. Hodsgon said the labels on
not sell cheaply.
the merchandise often give the boxed in cartons from large
"Stolen stuff usually sells for 15
impression that it is manufactured department stores, giving the to 25 percent of its original price.
by a nationally known company, impression they are from the st?~es.
Actually, empt)' shells of televiSlon It's simply not worth the risk of
but the labels are misleading.
stealing a $250 to $500 watch or
"If a person would look at the sets are packed in the boxes.
television set to sell it for less than
merchandise closely, he would
The sergeant said that catching that," he explained.
discover the name of the label is not and convicting con men is difficult.
a famous one, one lener is dif"Often these men have peddler's
ferent. An example would be a permits issued legally by the city.
Oppose Nuclear Waste
watch with an 'Elgin' label that is About the only way we can arrest
march
from Yale park 12,p;n
actually 'Elgah;'" he said.
them in this case is to catch them
.rail y at. Ch-ic Plaza 2 piit"
telling someone the mer~handise is
Saturdav De<.·. 2
stole~," he said.
speakers.
musi~. informati?n
He said a con man .:an be .;onAd
hoc
:-;"uclcar
alert commttt~c
victed if the pr<''eculing attorney
proves he "as pre,enting mer-

For more on tacky gifts, see
page 16.
By CHRIS LOVE
The decision as to what makes a
good or bad gift is often a matter of
personal taste: often, but not
always. There are certain gifts
which are always bad.
Never, under any circumstances,
give a friend with a one-bedroom
apartment a rhinoceros. The
problems involved in who gets the
bedroom at night are nothing when
compared with the decision as to
who gets into the bathroom first in
the morning. There is no need to
discuss paper tr~.ining,
A car can be considered a good
gift, unless the only vehicle
available is a Pinto that only runs in
reverse. Under these circumstances
it is advisable to consider the merits
of tricycles and skateboards.
The gift of a trip can be a
memorable experience. However, if
you send someone on a trip to a
country which has existed for Jess
than five days, the trip may be more
memorable than one would care to
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complete with n trip to the local free
dinic, the spirit in which the gift
wa~ given may be lost when
weighed against the manner in
which it was recei vcd.
So, as the holiday season gets
fully underway, choose your gifts
carefully, and remember the old
saying, "Do unto others before
they do it unto you."

.. ·..

&1~:~;;;~ The ''Elysee" collection, Henry
Rosenfeld's light-weight ballistic
nylon luggage is super tough, waterrepellant, and very attractive! It
features reinforced handle assembly
and brass zippers, hardware, and
legs. Take advantage of the low, low
prices on this one-time shipment of
Henry Rosenfeld luggage, while
..,~:i.':;i::-1 supplies last.
Lieber's Price

· · Shoulder Tote
8,!)7
24" Accordian Duffle
16.97
15" Drop Bottom Tote
16.97
24" Double Zipper Pullman 22.97
27" Double Zipper Pullman 25.97
19" Expanding CE!rry-on
20;97
22" Back Pack
16.97
21" Carry-on W/Pockets
22.97

t:!:.T:;i;1

Princess Jeanne Shopping Center
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Hairstyling for Eveeybody

Be the First with the Latest
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THE PAIJLISTS

fiLL OUT THE COUPON Bl!u::m FOR MOEi~

-~~~!!~~,!?~l_! ~!:,_lU:,l:~IS:T;,:SRev, Frank Sweet,ey, C'.S . P.
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3015 4th Street N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20017

Store .hours- Mon -Sat. I Oam ~ 6pm

1266-68721

~le11e send ·me more lMfOtmaiton on !hie Will'"'- Of THE PAULISTS
and the PllltJIIsl Prhtilhood
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Los Angeles, Calif. Phoenix Ariz Albuquerque NM
And Now In Cortez Colorado

DESIGN
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season. If one of the small children
in the neighborhood gets one, you
may see why this is the case. It's
better to give a giant sequoia and a
butter knife to the kid. It'll keep
him busy until puberty,
The gift of love is supposed to be
one of the most appreciated in the
holiday season. It must be
remembered !hat if this gift comes
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This Weeks Specials

Jeans

SHOULD EXCEED
HIS GRASP. ••

UNM students will revive a traditional Christmas ceremony in a candlelight procession through the campus Sunday evening.
The "hanging of the greens" will begin at the Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority house, at 5:30 p.m. Members of Mortar Board, an academic
honorary organization, will hang a wreath on the door of the Kappa bouse.
The procession will move through "Greek Row'' to the Sigma Chi bouse,
picking up additional marchers along the way.
At the home of UNM President William E. Davis, the students will hang
a wreath and set up luminarias. The procession will move on to the SUB
where refreshments will be served.
Bill McConnell, a UNM senior who is Mortar Board president this year,
said the group decided to revive the "hanging of the greens" to restore a
once-popular tradition and ''to give students something to enjoy together
before finals start."

Try not to give pet volcanos.
Volcanos are hard to housebreak,
and can make simple things like
doing the dishes or using a
bathroom an adventure (the little
buggers love to hide). And, just
wait until your friend tries to gel a
cleaning lady.
Chainsaws are one of the most
misunderstood gifts of the holidl:IY
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Our new location·
2324 CentralSE Cornell & Central
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Students revive
/hanging of greens'
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have it.
New clothes are something that
are often misinterpreted as a gift
form. For ins.tance, if the new white
jacket you plan to give comes with
attendants and a country vacation
for an indefinite period of time, it
may put a damper on your
relationship with the recipient,
For the friend who has just
soloed, E\ plane is really nice. It is
nice, as long as it does not resemble
the .craft which carried Amelia
Earhart to her place of prominenee.
lf the resemblance is obvious, this
can tend to be the height of
tackiness.
A shark can be an educational
gift. But, do not attempt to surprise
the givee by putting it in their pool.
When the time comes for your
friend's morning swim, it may
coincide with the sharks feeding
time, It's no fun to give a gift when
the recipient isn't around to fully
appreciate it.
With the waning of the pet rock
craze, it seems likely that something
new may be needed to•replace it.
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• Blow Waving
• Anti-Frizz Permanents
• Precision Haircutting
• Custom Cutting
• Thermal Curling
eTinting
eManicures
• Bleachin'g
• Sculptured Nails
• Frosting
edetDryer
Evening Appointments
40194thNW

New
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People respond
to special day

Let's-eat-a-banana time'

So, you lhink you've got your other sweater> onto get that "Hey,
Christmas shopping all wrapped l' vc got money, so wait on rne
up. You've paced up and down, first," look.
covering the north and south pole;
you failed to antkipate wa>
or the shopping malls. Your feet thatWhat
even though the went her is into
got >wollen, your shoes were to w btcro temperatures on the
tight and you wish you hadn't worn outside, on the inside it'> ''let's-eata-banana time, becau~c we're in the
those extra socks.

no pic">. 1,

You work a thick red .scarf with
matching hat to warn shoppers that
you are indeed a prospective buyer
and not a .sale>clerk in the hopes of
C\ttting down the number of bimbos
who approach you and say, "how
much is tim'!'
You were also decked out in a
parka, gloves and a shirt wilh three

Store owners do not realize that
with a t.i !lion bodies racing to and
fro all trying to beat the next guy to
the front or the line to pay for the
overpriced merchandise, that quite
a bit of friction is created. So in
addition to caring vour oarka,
gloves and sweater in you hands,
you also have to carry a!lt110se bags

with the nimsy bottoms that fall
out after you leave the store.

So you're home now. You read
over your christmas list, checking it
twke. Uh-huh, ummmm, ahhhh,
yes. That should do it. You've
taken care of everyone. Now to
relax. No more screaming kids,
pushy salesclerk> or plastic
snowflakes dangling from the
ceiling in the color of your choice.
No more fighting your way through
the mob to the items that are on sale
only to find that when you finally
arrive, there's nothing left.

Oh, no. What's this. The door
bell rings. It's the little girl that sal
next to you in third grade that u'ed
10 >tick gum in your ear.
She'> finally come to make
amend>. She sticks out her hand
and makes a peace offering with a
brightly wrapped package with a
big red bow in the middle (stuck to
the package with gum).

Of course you feel like a fool
becattse you have nothing to offer
in return. So you get her address
and say something innane like,
"oh, I ordered your present from
Well, t!wt's all over now. You've Montgomery Wards and you know
got another year before you must how slow they are at delivering."
be subjected to such torture and
Once her back is turned, you put
inhumane treatment.
on your parka and race to the
You reach fot• a cup of rum with shopping mall.

a little eggnog in it and settle back
into your lazy-boy.
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There wil.l be at l~a~t one family celebrating Christmas on campus.
UNM Prcstdent W.tlllam Davis said, "All my children and their
~!t~dparents, will be at home and m7 to, that is the best present of

And you thought your Christmas
shopping was all wrapped up.

LOBO suggests goodies
for stocking-stuffers
LIVING BATCH
BOOKSTORE
2406 Central Ave. SE
(Across from Johnson Gym)

NEW & USED BOOKS
10% OFF Clothbound Books.
Hours Dec. 4th -24th
M·F 10·9, Sat. 10·5, Sun.1-5
NoPhoue

TUESDAY
NIGHT

IS
LADIES
NIGHT

One of the biggest hits on
Christmas is finding your stocking
stuffed to the brim with lots of
goodies.
Herewith arc our
suggestions for interes1ing and tasty
f.~.~~~H·~~··~~
stocki ng-stuffer.
Candy and gum always go over
:
!
For the kid with a sweet. tooth,
big.
-:
:
!,~JIU,t.,~ iJI)II.t• .....
candy
canes, chocolate money and
Winnie
leftover
Easter bunnies are a good
AGES~ TO S
the
If
the child is overweight or
idea.
Pooh
you are a member of a vegetarian
family, try apples and orangesalways popular. The same goes for
nuts and popcorn.
Gift certificates are always
appreciated, and can be used to
purchase all kinds of things.
For little children, small toys like
finger puppets or Weebles (you
know, they wobble but don't fall
down) are nice.
Girls really go for small items
such as bottles of perfume
(preferably expensive) and lightweight jewelry like necklaces,
bracelet and stickpins.
Adolescent boys would probably
like to find a stocking {ortwo) filled
with the long legs of Cheryl Ladd,
but items like footballs or tapes for
his cassette recorder would be more
practical.
Other miscellaneous items are
and pens, glue and scissors,
pencils
KING PHOTO
Leggs panty hose, dominoes and
Finger puppets make a great stocking gift for younger playing cards, film or flash cubes,
and comic books.
c
children.

m~

By JEANETTE KING
. The .LOBO asked a number of people, ranging from a mayor to a
ctty editor., how they plan to spend Christmas and what meaning the
hohd~y hold~ for ther:t. Most people responded they would share the
day With fam!iy ~nd fnen.ds~ enjoying a special day off.
ASUN~ Pres1dcnt Mlml Swanson said she will spend part of the
day cookm~ h~r father and brother an English Yule traditional dinner.
The n;eal w~llmclude roastbeef, yorkshire pudding, and a cake which
contams a nng, a penny and a safety pin, representing marriage good
fortune, and health. Swanson will, later in the day help an 86 y;ar old
woman, Mrs. Poley, prepare for her Christmas.
Th~ student president said the holiday "brings people together and
there 1~ a renewal on optimism and longevity."
D.avtd Ru~k, '?ay?r of Albuquerque, said he will be at home
Chnstmas wtth h1s wtfe, Delcia, and their children, ''We'll probably
sleep.late and then get up and go after the stockings stuffed with
goo?tes and hung the night before. The children have voiced a
pr~l erence of roas.tbeef over turkey for this year's dinner," the mayor
~a~d: Rusk explmned the holiday is "fundamentally a family oc-

fjnge· Puppets

,,
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Lo~o basketball Coach Norm Ellenberger, said because of "occupational endeavors". his big holidays are July 4 and Labor Day,
However, t.he ~oach s~1d that Ch;istmas is a "beautiful time to turn
off everythmg II1 our ltve:, to realize the more important things in life
and to turn on to somethmg- family, friends, religion." The Lobos
play a game Dec. 22 in Tucson, travel Dec. 23 and practice Dec 26·
players and coach will have a two day vacation.
' '
Lenl?n Ma!ry, a m.~m~er or the New Mexico state legislature said
the h~hday Will ~e a qmel" one for his family. "We all get up real
early 111 the .mornmg and.gather r?~nd the <:;hristmas tree to exchange
and open g1fts. By ~~e ttme ~ve fmtsh opemng gifts, I'm hungry and
ready to. eat a trl1~1t~onal dmner with my wife and son," he said.
M~lry satd the day IS tmportant to him because he is a Christian. "lt's
a tune to experience joys in Christ.''
Th~ chairman of the UNM theatre arts department said he will be
'~?rkmg .~'hri>tm~s. da~ in Hollywood e?iling tape. Robert Hartung
sa1d he
also w,tt fn_ends over the hohdays. "Christmas means the
same thtng as ThanksgJving to me: a time to share with family and
loved ones."
Pete. Penc.e, Albuquerque Tribune's city editor, plans to spend the
day wuh fncnds and visit his mother who is in a nursing home
"<;"hristmas is the symbolic birthdate ~four Lord," the city edito;
sat d.
Associate professor of political science, Paul Hain said Christmas
means his family, a nuclear family, reunites with the extended family.
He will be with his family on the holiday.
Appointed as Director of Pinance and Administration, by
Governor-elect Bruce King, David King, will spend Christmas with his
family, at his home near Moriarty.
Judy Hartford a UNM sophmore majoring inpolitical science, said
on Christmas she will watch television and play with puzzles. "This
year l'm giving all handmade gifts."
Melissa Noland suid Christmas is important to her as a family and a
vacation day. ''We don't go in forbig gifts. Everyone is in a special
holiday mood and there is generally a feeling of good cheer in the

:'Jll

Sarbatori
fericite
If you want to be different this
l10liday season and mavhe even
have a few people point ai you and
w~nder where you came from, you
1n1ght. try this, .. saying Merry
Christmas
in
40
different
languages.
Armenian - Shenorhavor Soorp
TzenoonL
Bulgarian- Chest ita Ko!eda
Chinese- Kung Chu Shen Tan
Czechoslovakian- Vesele Vanoce
Danish- Claedig J ul
Dutch- Gelukkig Kerstfeest
English - Merry Christmas (if said
in mid-August)
Esperanto- Gaja Kristnasko
Estonian- Rooms aid J ou!upuhi
Pinnish- Hyvaa .loulua
Flemish- Gelukkige Kerstmis
French- J oyeux Noel
Gaelic-Irish- Nollaig Shona Dhuit
Gaelic-Scot ish- Nollaig Sona Duit
Galician- Boas Festas De Nadal
German- Frohliche Weinachten
Greek- Kala Christougenna
Hawaiian- Mele Kalikimaka
Hungarian - Boldog Karacsonyi
Unnepeket
Indonesian- Selamat Hari Natal
l.ta!ian- Buon Natale
Japanese- Kuri-Sumasu o-medcto
Gozaimasu
Korean- Chook Sung Tan

Art •
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we really mean

Get ONE hour
of Playing time

LADIES NIGHT
Ladies only admitted
between 8 and 9 p.m.

Dance to the best bands in town

Every Tuesday Night
iis ·iadies 11i-g-hi
at Hello Hello

.

l~te:::

(~onc~I•iion!li

SW

nox20 (Tl\l:IJ l"•tst
"\.lb. Nlll 87131

or ba•l.ng to
lllurron llaliiC.ooan 103

air."

Storewide Sale
Dec.15,16,17

When we have LADIES NIGHT

NO COVER CHARGE

Join the Payroll Savings Plan.

t•ros~

(Central and Washington almost)

.No Gentlemen admitted to WEST
until after 9:00p.m.

Take
. stock
mNnerica.

Submit to

Hello Hello

FREE CHAMPAGNE and
CHAMPAGNE PUNCH

latvian Priecigus Ziemus
Svctkm
1 ithuanian- Linksmu Kaledu
Norwegian- Gledelig .l ul
Persiun Sale Noc Shoma
Mobarek Bashed
Polish- Wesolych Swiat
Porlllgue;e- Feliz Natal
Rumanian- Sarbatori Fericitc
Russian
Srozhdcstvom
Khristovym
Samoan- Manuia Le Kelisimasi
Serbo-Croatian- Srecan Bozic
Sloven ian- Blagoslovljen Bozic
Spanish- Peliz Navidad
Swedish- Glad J ul
Tagalog- Maligaya11g Pasko
Turkish- Neseli Noel
Ukrainian- Veselykh Sviat
Zulu- Unyaka Omusha lnjabulo

4100 Prospect NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110
off.: 266-7781

FREE

T is COUPON good for
I ONE HOUR OF FREE PLAYING
I
when accompanied with
1
a paying customer
1 GOOD THRU dan. 31, 1979
~---------------------· .....
1

20°/o Off Maxell Blank Tapes

with paying customer

1
--------,
i---------------------h
I

soc:: off all $7.98 list LPs
soc:: Off All Other LPs

I

University store
M·Th. 10·10
F.·Sat.10·12
Sun. 12·8
255·2225

I

I
I
1
1

---------..
•

4517 Central NE
(uptown store)
M·F 11·7
Sat. 10·6
Closed Sun
266-9887

!:'age 11,
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Police collect toys for tots
By I'ENI'.I.OJ>E WRONSKI
UNM Campu.> Police arc
punicipnting in u Toys for Tots
Christmas drive that is sronsnred
by the Marine Corps Reserve.
Th~

They .spent scwrul days ptuntmg
paper sack.s with Christmas pictures, to be used for collecling the
toys in.
Corporal !'etc James of" the
liNM Cm1l[Ju.s Police said, "We arc
going to rlacc the painted sucks in
each of the mujor c.lcpanmcnts on
campus: like the hhtory, math,
l:nglish
departments,
the
bookstore, cashic" <>l'l'kc 11t
Scholes llall, Public lnfornmtion
Oflkc, Camp u.s l'olk:c, ( ·am.pus

Because they don't have the time to
get them repaired," said James.

News, LOBO news room, on some

of the bu;,cs that commute to the
University anc.l aho, in s<>mc or the
Central Ave. 11

He said, "It's a fun deal for us
because, we get to paint the sacks."
Last year the volunteer ladies at
BCM C collected the most toys for
the children," said James.

~tort:~, (~n

James said, "This b the second
year the LJNM carnpm police have
participutcc.l in the drive. They arc
going to hox the toy; and take them
10 the Marine Corps Reserve, where
they are given out to untlcrprivilcged
~hildren
who
probably wouldn't get any toy; for
c 'hri\tnw~.H

Persons from other departments
on campus are assisting UNM
police in the effort, he said. Among
them are Nadine Kindel of the art
education department, Doug
Johnson of the UNM Bookstore
and Greg Bunker of the souvenir
shop in the UNM Bookstore.

''
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Rangers
I sell tree
permits

Luminarias light
N.M. Christmas

The seven-week series will begin the week of January
9. The group will be led by experienced counselors.
The fee is $10.00 for the entire series. Enrollment will
be limited. For information and registration call:

conquistidores, who on Christmas
Eve set out small bonfires for the
One of the most enchanting New
midnight mass to light the way for
Mexican Christmas customs, that
the
Holy Family. The tradition has
Sara F. Smith, MA
Harvey Barker, MS
of the luminaria, dates as far back
evolved
to become the candles
Family
Counseling
Service
Dept. of Guidance & Counseling
as the 1530s.
placed in paper bags full of sand.
265-8596
277 ·4954 or 898-4308
Luminarias were introduced in
On Christmas Eve you can find
New Mexico by the Spanish
homes throughout the state lined
...................................................................................................................
~ with the paper sack lanterns. In
Albuquerque,
however,
the
Country Club area, Lee Acres, the
Altos area and Old Town are
~
~ Los
notorious for their luminaria
~ ~
"A modern English translation so elegantly slated,
~ displays. The Hebenstreit horne in
~ ~
so faithfully accurate, that.it ushers in a new era of
~ the Country Club area displays
~ ~
Scriptural clarity for Christians around the world.''
; several thousand luminarias each
year and is one of the most breathtaking sights in the city.
·Now Available at
The luminarias arc lit at sundown
any Edition (This coupon worth up to 87.19)
and are left to burn throughout the
No Limit- A grent Cbrisbnas gift idea
night. Traffic is always bumper-tobumper in heavily decorated areas.
~
~ The Chamber of Commerce
conducts bus tours of the displays
every year, but the best way to
~
§uppht
~ capture the magical effect of
~
1500 WYOMING BLVD N E 299-48 70 3924 MENAUL BLVD. N.E. 256-0897~ luminarias is to take a walking tour.
.,.,....._~.,.,.,.,.,.,.._,..,.,.
Assembling the crude materials
to make these lanterns is both easy
and cheap, and the result is quite
lovely. Many local organizations
make and set up luminarias as fund
raising projects.
Luminarias are being discovered
throughout the United States, but
the simple paper-sack lanterns are
especially attractive in the southwest where they blend so well with
the surroundings of old adobe
architecture.

By LINDA GLEASON
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The Holy Bible,

New International Version.

15% OFF
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month

ROOM & BOARD

*$1,490/year, based on Double Occupancy,
7 Day Meal Plan
Includes: Meals, Telephone, Utilities, Linens,
reduced parking rates, and more ...
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!Jy PENELOP.E WRONSKl
The National Forest Service of
New Mexico will allow families to
cut Christmas trees starting Nov.

HOUSING RESERVATIONS
277-2606

1'?\nE HOUR

\J

BURGER

KING

"We're
behind
you,
Lobos"

mRRT/0/l/06

THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING

GoLobos!
5801 Meuaul NID

Across from UNM

5901 Wyontbtg IVID
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Midtown Spo•·ts

Campus

''
'

is uo"v yout• contplete
sct•eeu t•rintiug
headquat•tet.•s

i;

10%

T- sltirts, ~at•s,
heat tt.•ausfer,
& xet•ox tt.•ausfet•s

off coupon

96ll MENAUL BLVD. NE

371.8 Centt•al Ave SID

i

'l

30.
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The permits sell for one dollar
each. The perm'it allows each family
to cut or dig one Christmas tree.

);'

Visitors to the mountain area are
urged to be prepared for cold
weather and possible snowy or
muddy ground. Depending on
conditions tire chains may be
needed.

Fair Plaza Shopping Center

Have it your way.,

6001 E Lomas Blvd. N.E.
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The Cibola National Forest will
have 10,400 permits. They will be
available at the ranger station seven
days a week.
Tree permits will be sold at the
ranger stations in Grants,
Magdalena, Mountainair and in
Albuquerqu'e at I 038 Candelaria
NE. The office in Albuquerque will
be open from eight to five, seven
days a week as of Dec. 1.
The Santa Fe Nati011al Forest in
the Jemez has only 5000 permits for
sale, on a first come, first serve
basis. They will be on sale at the
ratlger station from eight to five.
The permits are expected to be sold
out by the first weekend.
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Las Alamos has 3,800 dottglas
and white fir and permits will be on
sale at the ranger station until Dec.

Drink Dine, Dance Experience

17.
) I

The Teseque Ranger Station has
500 permits that will go on sale Dec.
2 until Dec. 10.

December: Out Of The Blue
January: Soundstage
Serving the finest BBQ Ribs in town

Montgomery Plaza Mall

All tree permits must be applied
for before Dec. 15, and all of the
ranger stations will be open seven
days a week.

Dec.22
Dec. 29
-30

USSR (Exhibltilln)
New Mexico Highlands
New Mexico Slate
sun Devil Classic
UNM vs Wichita;
ASU vs San J~se Sl.
Lamar Sl.
New Mexico Stale
Florida Tech
Eastern Washington
Cat-Davis
Arizona
LOBO INVIil\iiOt-11\L
Ut-IM, Miami (Ohio\
Davidson, Idaho Slate
Hawaii

Jan. 2
Jan. 11 Ula~·
Jan. 13 Brlg~am Young••
Jan. 18 Colorado Slale •
Jan. 20 Wyoming•
Jan. 25 san Diego Stale'
Jan. 27 Nevada-Las Vegas
Feb. 3 Texas-EI Paso ••
Feb. !I Brigham Young•
Feb. 1D Utah'
Feb. 15 Wyoming•
Feb. 17 Colorado Statc' 0
Feb. 23 Nevada-Las Vegas
Feb. 24 San Diego Slaie •
Feb. 26 Arizona
Mar. 3 Texas-EI Paso•
An bame: garnet s1a11111 35

HOME
HOME
Away
Away

HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
/\way
HOME
Away
Away

Away
HOME
HOME
Away
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME
Away
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME
Away
TVS Game

"WACO~I!l~

...J.IJI\opec

~bJr~1ef+.
.,..~"' ~ .n1•

The Pecos National Forest also
has 1000 permits that will be on sale
unti1Dec.l7,

Dec. 5
Dec. 9
Dec. 16
Dec. 18
Dec. 2D

i3G)

e
r

The Cuba National Forest has
1000 permits that will be on sale
until Dec. 18.

Nov. 6
Nov. 24
Nov. 27
Dec. 1-2

Q)

I

The Sandia Ranger station will
not sell tree permits this year.

UNM Residence Halls
201' La Posada Hall

I

.....,..,..,.w

$165*
-per-

ON CAMPUS

!

The UNM Campus Police are participating in a Toys for
Tots Christmas drive. Toys may be deposited in the painted
bags placed in each of the major departments on campus.

The group is designed to meet the needs of people un·
dergoing the stress and uncertainty that may occur
with the ending of a marriage.

J

.

James said the department which
collects the most toys will receive a
felt basketball complete with the
signatures of the UNM basketball
team members and coaches.

DIVORCE
ADJUSTMENT GROUP

,..

Nightly Entertainment

I~

"Previously, they would ac~cpt
rcpnirab!c toys but, they would
prefer a new or goml nscd toY'·

lndividl,lals who are separated or divorced are invited
to participate in a Divorce Adjustment Group sponsored by the Family Counseling Service, in conjunction with the UNM Department of Guidance and
Counseling.

WINE
CELLAR

TOURING

has It all
Use our
convenient
lo._y-o.wo.y
plo.n
Hour.s

•
~-

QJJO .. efrl.
Q,;)Ch b Sot.

Lobo ffilss • 2118 Central SE

SHOPPE

3222 Central Ave. S.E.

XMAS PEUGEOT BIKE SALE!

trom dresses, pants, blouses
and sleepwear, to stylish
co-ordinates and accessories.

%30- b rrton.-ThiJfS

CYC~IST

Reg. $172.95 NOW $159.00!
Reg. $211.95 NOW $195.00!
Bell Bicycle Helmets
Reg. $34.95 NOW $29.95!

~

Price Good Thru Dec. 9, '78

Expert repairs on all brands
Bicycles *Moped* Scooters
(just 2 blks east ol campus)

(across from UNm) • 842-8678

___________________
,
..

The forests have all kinds of
trees-ponderosa pines, junipers,
pinion, and white and douglas firs.

DISCO AT
moLLY SLADES

6301 M!.'naul Nh
S..'H-522.'1

3M lntrOducas: Ihe New World Of

FI<EE dance lessons mon. 9:30 prn

. Ladies Night Wed. l_/2 Price Drinks

BIG \IN. LEY RANCH .t
8904 Menaul N.E.

Coupon .

II

. GO LOBOS!

Thinsulate

Thin is in
introducing warmth instead of bulk,
come in and see the new Thimulate

designs

I
I
I
I
I

1
I
1
1
I
~

2Sundaes
forthe
price
of 1
.

.·

I

clip and save 1
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

Goodanlyat

UniVDr$ily Dairy Queerr
(across from Popejoy Hallj

I
I
~
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Chords arouse spirit

Tacky gifts at tacky prices
Photos by
John
Chadwick,
Jeanette
King
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and
Jill Levin

For those who have unimaginative minds, these will keep
your friends' footsies warm during the winter months.

'The heigth of tackiness: an aluminum Christmas tree. The only thing worse is a
revolving colored light focused on the tree.

A standard present every year for the "well-dressed" man.
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Der Wiener Schnitzel plans to
passes out girts,'' she said.
"After breakfast the nurses tell
"Regardless everyone would like
give a Christmas tree to each of t11e the patients that Santa Claus is
Mrs. Jones said thai the Elks to be at home, But with the ac·
five
pediatrics
wards
in coming on his way back to the Club sends S!!nta Claus and his tivitics and family involvement we
Albuquerque hospitals. After North Pole. Santa Claus arrives group of merry makers to all the haven't felt there have been a lot of
December I they will give free soft with clowns and singers and he Albuquerque hospitals,
tears."
drinks to anyone that brings in
Christmas tree decorations. Their
Wienerdog and a KRKE radio
personality will help the children
decorate the tree Mrs. Jones Sflid.
The
hospital's
Women's
Auxiliary will buy presents for the
children and the youth volunteers
will wrap them.
One auxiliary member will make '·
colorful animal pillows for each
child.
Mrs. Jones said that seven or
eight years ago the Lobo basketball
team went to the hospital and gave
the
children
basketballs
autographed by the team members.
After Mrs. Jones told Tara
Cicala, 15, a sophmore at Sandia
High School, about the Christmas
activities Cicala said, "I think I'm
going to come at Christmas and see
all that."
Having visitors at Christmas is
important to patients. Cicala said,
"If people came to see me l could
make it through the day." .
Cicala's roommate, Melinda
Flower, 14, of Sanders, Arizona,
plans to be in the hospital until
Christmas Eve. She said, "It
wouldn't seem like Christmas.
There's no place like home."
Mrs. Jones said, "Usually the
patients here at Christmas are here
because they are very sick or else
they would be at home. If able at all
the doctors usually give a pass to go
home, even if for just a few hours."
"Christmas morning is quite a
SWANSON PHOTO
delight around here. The nurses see
Four-year-old
Daniel
Summers,
who
is
in
Presbyterian
Hospital
Center
for
a
short visit
that everyone has a gift at breakfast
might
not
sleep
in
heavenly
peace
if
he
had
to
spend
Christmas
Eve
in
the
hospital.
time." Mrs. Jones said.

By CARRIE SWANSON
The sweet chords of a holy infant
so tender and mild arouse the
drousy Christmas spirit on the
children's ward.
Four-year-old Daniel Summers,
who is in Presbyterian Hospital
Center for a short visit, might not
sleep in heavenly peace if he were to
spend Christm<1s Eve in the
hospital.
But Head nurse Margaret Jones
does her best to make sure that each ·
child on Presbyterian Pediatrics
and Teen-age ward receives some
Christmas cheer,
Mrs. Jones said that the first
Christmas that she worked on the
children's ward one small boy did
not receive a present. She called a
pharmacy and told them to wrap
seven gifts, charge them to her
account and send them up quickly,
She told the liUie boy the Santa
Claus had misplaced his presents
under another tree.
Mrs. Jones said, "Some of the
children get no gifts if the family
doesn't care, It is very bard if one
boy gets presents and the fellow in
the next bed who believes in Santa
Claus doesn't get any. He's going
to say 'Why didn't Santa bring me a
present? "
Mrs. Jones has many Christmas
activities planned.
Many of the hospital windows
have already been painted with
colorful Christmas scenes including
Santa and reindeer.
There will be caroling by church
groups and a boy seoul group will
bring games and Christmas cards.
Ronald
McDonald
brings
presents to the children every year
before Christmas.
Blue Cross Blue Shield members
are to bring Christmas stockings.
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Texas Instruments

Friday, December 1 and Saturday, December 2
Factory representative will be present
HEWLETTj PACKARD
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HP-67
399.95

The HP-67 takes
programs up to
224 steps; has
26 storage
registers, 3
levels of
subroutines, 10
user-definable keys,
10 conditional/
decision functions.

Other HP Specials
HP-91 Fully

List Price

Sale Price

750.00

675.00

495.00

445.00

Programmable

HP-92 F111ancial
and Investment

401 Wyoming N E

24.85

1

List Price $29.95

~

~'~

·~r<~

List Price $450.00

The HP-19C: takes programs
of 175 keystrokes with 98
lines of program memory;
has 30 storage registers,
unique continuous memory,
plus a thermal printer gives
-you record of all your
calculations.
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·.fr .

265-7981

401 Wyoming N E

~~~--
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riff

List Price $16.95
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Tl·1030'performs baalr.

math functions, percentages
and square roots, plus a
four-key memory found on
more expensive models.
Thin aa a pencil, fits
easily In pocket or purse

,

See Holman's complete line of Hewlett-Packard accessories
they make· the best even better
(no student discount on Safe Prices)
Sale prices good through Dec. 30, 1978- Quantities limited
Open Mon.· Fri. 8-5:30; 'L 8:30- 4:30

.

•

-

Other T! Specials
List Price
299.95
Tl·59
124.95
Tl·58
199.95
PC100C
50.00
Tl·55
32.95
1'1·25
24.95
Tl·1750
60.00
TI-57

•"ff

~fv
!'t_~ ,., -. fr..~.. ·u

t;l

TheTI·BA )~...._.
lets you handle
business calcUlations
quickly & efficiently.
Figures annuities,
profit margin, loans,
mortgages. Rechargeable
battery and
charger Included.

The HP.. 10 gives
you all the
features of a
desK top office
machine in a
calculator you
can hold in your
hand; operates on
rechargeable
batteries or
AC; thermal printer
gives you
permanent record.

Q.uality gifts for the world of c::r.ience and engineering

~~
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Slim line Tl-1030 ·:rh
14.85 ~\"~

Sale Price
249,95
99.95
179.95
39,95
29.50
22.45

49.95

....

• •••
••••
••••
••••
••••

(no student discount on sale prices)
.
.
Sale Prices good through Dec. 30, 1978 ·Quantities Limited
Open Mon·Fri 8-5:30, Sat. 8:30-4:30

The calculator
that equips you
for sollllng tough
math problems
In high school,
college, home,
and career.

Other Tl Specials
List Price
Dataman
24.95
Little Profeasor
14.95
Spelling B
30.00
TI·Programmar
59.95
Datachron
49.95
Tl-5015
70.00

MBA
Tl-5040

Sale Price
19.95
12.95
24.95
53.95
44.95
63.00

70.00

59.95
99.95 .All,...

110.00

Quality gifts for the world of science and

..
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Gift wrap suspected
WASH! NGTON
(UP!)
Government safety official' said
they have started to collect samples
of Christmas gift wrap and simiJar
paper to find out if lead and other
pigments used in the brightly
colored designs are hazardous.
The CPSC investigation was
prompted by allegations made last
month . in a scientific paper
delivered to an American Chemical
Society meeting by Sidney Katz,
professor of chemistry at Rutgers.
"We conclude thai the use of

lead and chromium compounds in
the manufacture of colored gift
wrapping papers represents hazard
to the consumer in his domestic
enviornment," Katz said in his
report.
He said there exists "the
possibility of ingestion by children"
as well as a' danger of inhalation if
gift wrap is burned in the fireplace
in a Yuletide blaze.
"Disposal of these colored gift
wrapping papers presents the
possibility of environmental

contamination,"
Katz said.
"Incineration immediately leads to
air pollution problems, and landfill
disposal can certainly lead to the
pollution of ground water."
Katz said the "ovbious solution
.. . would be to avoid the use of
compounds bf toxic elements in the
manufacture of colored gift
wrapping papers."
The CPSC said it is studying the
Katz report and will run its own
tests on the samples of paper it
collects "to determine how much
lead we can extract from the paper
and to determine if the paper might
pose a hazard if chewed."
Katz said his test on randomly
collected samples of gift wrap
showed the amount of lead that
could be leached out "from more

RENEWAL DEADLINE
Residence Hall Students Are Reminded
To Complete And Submit Their
Residence Hall Room And Board
Renewal Materials.
By: 4:00p.m.

than half of the samples was well
above the limits for potable water
established by the safe drinking
water act."
Ingestion of lead, particularly in
children, can. cause brain damage
and, in extreme cases, death .
"The use of inorganic pigments
in the printing of colored paper is
widespread," Katz said. "Although
many printers have voluntarily
changed to lead-free inks for the
printing of children's magazines,
the use of toxic metal compounds
as pigments is neither prohibited
nor regulated."
The consumer product safety
commission said, however, that it
does not expect to have its test
completed for about two months,
long after the holiday season is
over.

Santa in training
Mickey Prokopiak, a drama t;:oach at West Mesa High
School, puts on his official Santa beard. After donning at
is gay apparel, he practices his Santa spiel on friend
Charlotte Matthews.

NOW HERE THIS EDITORIAL SUBMISSIONS POLICY: Any
chortfltfJd orgiJnfzatlon or ct~mpus group ma_y ~ubmit on•
nouncemorrrs o( events or sp_acla/ mattt/ngs to thf1
nBWsroom, Room t38, i'(farron Hull. Th6 Lobo will att_ompt ro
publish not/cos thfl day bfJfora and ti!B dsy of tha me8tln!)
but NO GUARANTEE OF Pf!BLICATION IS MADE. Th~
ttd{tors suggttst that sroups wishing to publicize lmp(Jrtam
evefltS purcl1ass sppropr/ate advortislng to gusraflt8!
publicfltlo,.

Clu·i.~lnum

The Christian Continuing
Counci!ing Serivce will be sponsoring a workshop called "Plans
for the Future" to help people
assess their talents and set goals at
Ramada Inn East on Dec. 9 from 9
a.m. to4p.m,

• Trarliticmal

Adt'C'Il f Calemlars
Personal Sr?rt'ice
4605 4th NW

.......................
....••..
••
••
Phone :345-2125
,,

A small volunteer group is being
formed to research Indian Water
Rights to be published for Four
Directions. A brief meeting will be
held at Native American Studies, 10
a.m., today.

DECEMBER 5

Submit Forms To: Housing Collections
& Reservations
2nd Floor, La Posada

***
The last Phi Alpha Theta meeting
of this year will be today at 3:30 in
the History Lounge.

ITvvas the night before.

Me;dco's mosl·famous name Ia America's most

WAN TIC &:I
Pancho Villa tequila

Twas the night before deadline
and all through the newsroom
Not a reporter was typing,
the copydesk was a tom b.

The NSSHA will be sponsoring a
benefit bake sale all day today in
the lobby of the SUB.

Galleys were hung
in paste-up with care
In hopes that the layout crew
soon would be there.

The reporters all nestled
snug in their drawers
Looking for copy paper,
discussing old wars.

I"

.ft.

The Crafts Shop presents its
Annual Christmas Crafts Fair Dec.
1 and 8. Times are Thursday from
I 0 to 8 and Friday 10 to 6.

'

For a 'l'eqaDa Slllll'IH
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SPEAKERS
FROM
$35

CASSETTE
DECKS
FROM
$199

~
Out on the lot
was a battered old sleigh
At the driver's seat a guy
who had had a hard day.

~

t

-

Eight little reindeer
pulled the sleigh
And he called out their names
l.ike he did it every day.

l' '
,
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''On Debbie, on .boris

$350

'I

The Test

from $12
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w~U h.. va your giH• oil wrorrec! .""d re..,dy ,f 0 ~ yourpick up, Soroc.<Z. 19~9 w..:ve- given you fhdlvi.!u4\ o\te.ntlon.
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<;:nil ~~ at

'1.·
766-2816

or talk with the

Maritic

Officer

Selection Team at the SUB today aucl tomorrow.
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10% Student Discount
-Free Apartment Locator Service
- Fast Delivery
- month-to-month rental
- 100% of Rental Applies to purchase
-Transfer Prlvlle9es to Other Cities

Gr9!!~~(di\" •

3900 ffienaul NE
. 265-5668
..•
••eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeN
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Mecltanics Certified by
Nationallnsithctc of Automotive
Service Excellence.

obile ·Tune
AS LOW AS

$32
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'rUNE UP NOW

CALL 285·5941
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Same day service/ Latest technology
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HOME-SHOP-OFFICE
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90 day guarantee parts and labor
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We come to you
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GOING HOME FOR THE HOLJDA YS?
BE PREPARED!

4 cyl.

$34 6 cyl.
$36 8 cyl.

U.S. SAVINGS

BONDS
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BIG RIVER PRODUCTIONS

presents

TWO 'ONE & ONLYS'

TOM WAI

AND

KIVA AUDITORIUM

CONVENTION CENTER

fRIDAY
DECEMBERS
8:30pm

-"'~""~
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Rent
Futnitute

Up to the wof
and they landed with a plop
We heard scuffing of hoofs
and then something dropped.

'l ,

Do ~<>Ur .hopping by phone +hi< bv$y ""as on. C..a\1 vs __

Just east of CentraJ & Girard

On Colleen and Chris
and Oscar and Ed."

'

~e're looking for afew goo'cl college men who

direct discs

J eanelte and Linda

~

will make good Marine officers.
lt.'s a test ?f body. brain and spirit: If you've
go.t Jt, pro.ve 1t. If y{)u want it, wo1·k for it. If you
thmk you rea leader. show us.
Tha.!'s our challei1ge. !he only promise we
make 1s that ym(ll be running in good company.

We heard him exclaim
as he rode out of sight
"Merry Christmas to all
and keep the stories tight."

••
••

~

l

FROM

Tape & Record accessories from $1

3011 Monte Vista NE· · 255-1694

~

Away to the window
we !lew like a nash
The window wouldn't open
so we broke it with a crash.

SYSTEMS

. and the little
Cassette tapes special :3 for $2.50

-

I have a soft spot in my heart
It was on the North Pole Bugle
that I got my start."

~

The National Chicano Health
Organization, combined with the
Minority Biomedical Sciences
Advancement Program ' wlsh to
mvlle all students to a Christmas
party on Saturday, Dec, 16, at 1
p.m. at the Chicauo Studies Center.

. .

"It's for journalists

When out on the lot
there arose such a clatter
Wc sprang from our desks
to see what was the matter.

Residence Hall students are
reminded to complete and submit
their residence hall room and board
The materials used in making brightly-colored gift wrap renewal materials by 4 p.m.
paper are suspected of causing lead poisoning
Tuesday, Dec. 5, 1978. Submit
forms to Housing Reservations, La
Posada.

We'll Tie A Red--Red Ribbon,
'Round
Big--Big Box ...

When the drinking was done
and the reindeer had slept
Santa told us
it was tin1e that he left.

~~

Editorial staff in their kerchiefs
and I in my cap
Just settled down
with an old world map.

b;;rc;;
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••
••
••
•

~

As he finished his work
we had nothing to fear
For clutched in his hand
was a bottle of beer.

~

rk

••
••
••
••
•••
••
• • ••
••

And placing his finger
aside of his nose,
We watched out the window
as a beer keg arose.

~

Free classes in cardioplumonary
resuscitation are being offered by
the Student Health Center, Dec. 14
through 20.

h

1 11i o:t. P.anchd Villa Teq-uila, l oz. Grenadine, orange JUice to filL Mlx In a blender or
shake well with cracked ice, stt~ln Into chill.& sour glo!!ss.1Top with -lime slice and enjoy!

As he set to his work,
this jolly old elf,
He was barely tall enough
to reach the top she If.

~
"Stop Nuclear Waste in New
Mexico" march starts 12:30 p.m.
Yale Park Dec. 2, rally 2 p.m.,
Civic Plaza.

10 Proof, lmport•d and Bottl•d by
tha Pancho VIlla Company,
South San Frandi-Co CA.

Cards

• Et('hings
• Soutbwest<.•rn

'

We sneaked to the backshop
with deliberate care
Bending over the table
wtts what looked like a red
polar bear.
&~
He set io work
before we could think
Pasting up type
and laying on ink.

ALBUQUERQUE

..

---~~-~---.

Tickets (Reserved Seating)

$7 .so advance
$8.5.11 day of show

in Albuquerque, available at
all Ticket master Outlets;
both General Stores, Sears lin
Coronado ·center);

Lafayette Radio In the
Fa.ir Plaza and Sierra Vista Mall,
SUB Box Office, Popejoy Halt

Bole Office

In Santa Fe at
Candyhlan and Moon Mountain
Sound
In 'Taos at
Cue PaSa Records

l'agt' 20, Nc>w Mexico Dally LOBO, December 1, UJ78
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Tom Heinsohn
Famous Basketball Coach

Santa arrived in style at Coronado Center last Friday. After
touring the center in his sleigh, he made his way through
cheering.crowds to his station inside the center.

Santa comes to tovvn
Photos and story
by Jeanette King
The Christmas season officially oepned last Friday, Nov, 24, as Santa
Claus arrived i.n a sleigh drawn by a white horse, at Coronado Cen.ter.
Despite cold damp weather, hundreds of chi.ldren and their parents
welcomed the kindly old fellow with a long white beard.
Santa rode around the center while the mounted patrol of the
Albuquerque Police Department escorted him. Some children climbed
on their parents shoulders and others stood on benches to catch a
glimpse of the rosy-cheeked man as he entered the center's mall.
Inside the mall a long line of children who wanted to talk to the man
formed. Santa gave each child he saw a small candy cane, For $7 a
"porta it with'Simta Claus is available." The package includes 10 wallet
size photos and two 5 x 7 photos.

A

_&_.

Once inside the · center, Santa started interviewing
youngsters to find out what they wanted for Christmas.

And all the kids went home that night and dreamed of the
holiday season ahead.

.,
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Rumbaugh, Koskovich Smart Jocks

Santa's Bag

Renting ski equipment from
us means easy parking
and quick service.

In all likeli.hood Santa Claus will
skip right over UNM athletics this
year.
It's not that they've been so bad
(although they've certainly had
their problems), but it just doesn't
seem to be of much use.
After all, who wants to stop off
in a place where nobody can figure
whether or not the football team
had a good year.
Nobody can figure out why the
usually reliable basketball team
hasn't already won the WAC title.
It's a place where only a handful
realize that there is a woman's
team, much less the fact that they
are a good team.
Almost nobody showed up to
watch the best running back UNM
ever had say good-bye. Nobody was
there to see one of the best offense
lineman rip linebackers in half for
the last time at home.
Down there volleyball players
don't get along and runners are
chased off the track after five.
It's probably because UNM takes
themselves too seriously in the field
of athletics. Sometimes they act like
they are trying to enter the Southwest Conference by becoming a
football powerhouse.
Perhaps they don't understand
that athletics is not sacred here as it
might be a UCLA. The world will
not step turning if the UNM Lobo
basketball team doesn't win ten out

* ALL NEW EQUIPMENT

* FIRST QUALITY NAME
BRANDS - HART, TRACK, GEZE
MUNARI
• LADIES & JUNIORS REGULAR BOOTS

* CROSS COUNTRY & ALPINE,
JUNIOR & ADULT

*

24 HOUR SERVICE ON
REPAIRS, REFINISHING, &
MOUNTING
• GROUP RATES

* EASY PARKING
* COME IN AND REGISTER
FOR

A

FREE

TRIP

TO

PURGATORY

7509 MENAUL BLVD. NE

293-8611

of twelve NCAA titles.
They ought to be quite happy to
gel the chance to see athletes like
Mike Williams, Preston Dennard or
Micheal Cooper. A WAC trophy is
probably more than UNM deserves.
Perhaps it would be good if every
UNM team had a disastrous season.
Maybe there would be more Robert
Rumbaughs with high grade point
averages. Maybe there wouldn't be
athletes who disappear, only to turn
up somewhere in Maine.
Maybe.
But you see, Mr. Claus, UNM
just doesn't have the type of
university where people flock to
because of its acaden.1ic excellence.
The Yale of the Rio Grande it is
not.
Most of the time it does its best
and most of the time it gets by.
Don't worry that people can't
figure out the football team. They
did have a winning season, it's just
that their schedule wasn't the
toughest. The basketball team is
fairly new to New Mexico and New
Mexico is fairly new to them.
Teams don't always get along
and people don't realize what
they're missing.
New Mexico isn't a bad place for
athletics. Sometimes good things
can be found in the strangest of
places.
And if Santa Claus does pass
UNM up, there's always next year.

··(

Well UNM, another year has
gone by and your varsity
coaches have all been good little
boys and girls. If you promise
not to tell, l'll Jet you in on what
presents they will receive this
Christmas:
Norm Ellenberger (baskctball)-Another yc<~r of. eligibility
for Marvin Johnson.
Bill Mandt (footbaii)-Norm
Ellenberger's schedule maker.
Kathy Marpe (fern basketball)-Seat belts to keep her team
sitting down on the bench.
Bill Silverberg (men's track)~
Ambassadorship in Kenya.
Vince Cappelli (baseball)-His
present came early; ASU left the
WAC.
Ron Jacobsen (wrestling)Andre the Giant.
Sam Jones (swimming)-One
year of eligibility for Flipper.
Cathy Lies (volleyball)Twelve passes to see "Bad News
Bears in Br.eaking Training."
George Brooks (skiing)-An
extra scholarship so he can put
his soon-to-be-born baby on the
team.
Phil Abney, Russell Saunders(by request of Ellenberger) a
book entitled "Leadership and
How to Live With lt.''
Tim Russell and Larry
Lindsey (tennis)-Longer courts
so those end-line shots count.
Rusty Mitchell and Claudia
Thomas (gymnastics)-Tarzan,
Jane and Cheetah since they
enjoy flipping over each other.
Tony Sandoval (fern track)lnjury-proof uniforms.
Dwaine Knight and Henry
Sandles (golt)-Glow in the dark
golf balls for those late rounds
at the Tucker Invite.
Merry Christmas coaches,
from your biggest fan.

By MAUK SMITH
In a day and age of college
athletes ptttti ng in four years of
sports, then taking off from school,
never graduating, there are still
student athletes at UNM.
Robert Rumbaugh .and Mark
Koskovich are prime examples of
student athletes.
Both are seniors who have
completed their eligibility for the
Lobo. football team. They both
have
outstanding
GPA's,
Koskovich a 3.2, and Rumbaugh,
an Academic All-American, has a

Somt 'f tk ftm 'latin .Amerimn pfts avai1abk at
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bamboo flute$
Quinoa yo~ churclus
~woven shirts
~amt.m~a ttativit~ srt
ttmy_. c\Ay teanot.s .f..m...
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By ANDREW CARDONA
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silk macrame shawls
~er .FPfets
old g~ mol,:u

whitt da~ a~els
a krqe. Shiuibo v.ot f-... tlw

'.Peti.wumJj«~le J '"'"'

Choro it~Jicm curilla .stick handknotted ~in iolkrt

yom 'fanama
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)4 bolts -~ ltAtt~wown
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a thot.iSaM ~ear old
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soft, alvaca, handknit hats
ta_pestr~ from 1'eru
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Lenny Lovato's performance
against Tim Schutte in the 142pound class thrilled the crowd
gathered at Johnson Gym to
witness UNM tangle with the
University of Wyoming in a
conference wrestling match.
The 142-pound freshmen was
losing by a 3-4 score emering the
second period of a three-period
match. On a near fall and two
reversals Lovato picked up seven
points to take the lead. With 6:30
into the match the UNM wrestler
pinned Ius opponent picking up six
team points.
Lovato said, "It was close all the
way. I really didn't have him till the
last."
Despite the big points by Lovato,
Wyoming Went ahead to accumulate five wins to defeat the
Lobos 15-27,
In the 126-pound class, Arthur
De La Cruz outpointed Jerry La
Valley, a thrid place finisher in the
WAC,6-4.
La Valley picked lip one point on
a warning against De La Cruz for
slamming.
Ill a last minute strategy move
Caoch Jacobsen switched Gary
Hines and Mark Worth to match ·
Hines against Wyoming's Randy
Taylor.
Hines said "The rnove wa< done
(con;; m; pago :25)

-. --4·-

th~ Holiday Bowl a> Y..' A(· chanlr>'·
We abo w~re thinking that the Sun
Bowl would look us over, but look
who
they
got-Texas
and
Maryland."
As far as a l'uture, both are
planning to graduate in December
or next year, Rumbaugh hoping to
go into the aerospace field, and
Koskovich wanting to go into a
business in town. Koskovlch would
love to take a shot at pro ball.
There was no bowl for UNM this
year, and there was no WAC title,
but at least there were two student·

athlete., on tiJc team, who 11 illp.ct
rnore <lut or ltNM than jt1't
foot hall.

Barry's Electronic
Repair
505 San Pedro SE 265·0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S
with valid UNM ID
We rap air steroos,tv·~. lapos, aod
also

ha~r"e

elaclronlo paris-In Gtock

3.8.
The season was a ctissapointment
for both the .Eldorado High
graduates. But they still had bright
spots in their careers.
Koskovich, the 185-lb. rover,
enjoyed the hits more than anything
else, but two other games this year
also stood out for him. "Utah was
the best game team-wise for us this
year. Individually I'd have to say
the interception run for a TD
against the Aggies was the standout
for me," he said.
Rumbaugh
an
All-WAC
defensive tackle saw this year as a
start for better things to come to
Lobo football, and that's what he
looked highly on. He said, "This
year things finally started rolling.
The team is on their way to a
winning tradition now."
On the lines of keeping a winning
team at UNM, Koskovich said it
takes the right attitude, and before
this year the team didn't know how
to win. l think the attitude is here

now."
Rumbaugh said a constant
winner will take a lot of things.
"We need to get the proper breaks
for one, but then again, you make
your own breaks. We had the
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Lenny Lovato
Tops Cowboy

ability, but just didn't have the
break;."
After the big Utah win this year,
the Lobos were 6-3, and there was
talk of a possible bowl game.
Rumbaugh thought the possibility
of one was there. "We were re,j]
strong that week, and thought our
chances were good. 13ut we just had
a bad game against CSU, and the
hopes were gone,''
Koskovich said the team was
hoping, but he didn't think their
chances were too good. "1 thought
our only real chance was going to
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So Long, Mike

POULSENPHOTO

In his four-year UNM career, Mike Williams was
named all-WAC three times, Jed the Lobos in rushing for
four years and has three consecutive 1,000-yard seasons.
His number has been retired.

AT ION

SUBWAY
The Funky Disco Sounds

of

SUN TOUCH
Foano.lly Jo.sm ine
Both ~ri. & So.t. Dec. 1-2

On

Come by Intramural of•
flee, dG Room 230, for
calendar and schedule
of activities for Spring
semester.

Distributed Lot:ally by
Richards Distributing Co.
ANHEUSER·BUSCH.INC.•

st LOUIS

Frldo.y, DEC. 1st

A
Fashion Show will be presented
By

FACES OF FASHION
Lo.test Styles of Attire

On
So.turdo.y Dec. 2nd
The

~DISCONNECTION DANCERS~~

tl

"This is the Plo.ce so show your fo.ce''

r:J

Budweiser and lntramurals
Wish You A
Merry Christmas
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Co/borne Explains

..

Lobo readers, friends, and teammates, I feel that my quotatiom
made on Tuesday, November 28, in the New Mexico Daily LOBO,
under the Iitle 'Colborne, Hayden Criticize Coach' were misquoted,
misused, and most of all misinterpreted.
Regarding my quote "We don't have the coaching to compete in the
collegiate level", Andrew Cardona failed to explain that this
correlated with the fact the UNM volleyball team has suffered through
three coaches in three years, Coach Cathy Lies, current head
volleyball coach, must also double as assistanct softball coach, has
had no previous experience in the sport of volleyball.
. With the quote "Cathy doesn't know how to utilize the talent on the
team'', this was an opinion directly related to a game in Northern
Colorado in which we were 'favored to win'. I felt that the six starters
were not performing cohesively a& a team, and Cathy should have
used the other squad members.
I am not saying I am infallible, on the contrary, 1 know very well
that I broke training during the BYU tournament. I felt punishment
was in order, however l feel the consequences of si l!ing out the
conference game with the other three violators, involved and hurt
other team members.
In sum, I am not criticizing the coaching, I simply wish to play the
game of volleyball without having another 'rebuilding' year, and to
train year round with a coached off season volleyball practice.
I know that at this lime my dream is impossible with the volleyball
program at UNM, and I am transferring to a school with a program
where this is possible.
Billy Col borne

Fan Speaks Out
(:

!,

'

·'

'

This is in response to the article in the Monday LOBO on Nov. 27,
1978. HA YDEN/COLBORNE CRITICIZE COACH,
You have misinterpreted Colborne, and Hayden's point of view.
You have misinformed the UNM LOBO readers, friends and most of
all the teammates of the volleyball team.
The ladies criticize the womens athletic program, and the coaches of
the past years because of their volleyball career. "'you only go around
once in life."
They were criticizing the program for the following reasons:
I. The dream of tomorrow and build on the personal foundations of
today.
2. The quali lications of the program meet requirements but do not fill
the need.
3. Honesty-being able to say that after three years of a losing season
they need help.
Coach Lies, following the season of the Lobos, lost control of her
coaching abilitY with these ladies (same two) and others on the team.
Col borne, and Hayden tried to help with the coach and the teammates
by utilizing other outside help. Jealousy. Response to this was the
bench.
Yes, they were wrong for "breaking training", and they paid for it.
"Punishment", was indi(ect do to the f!!ct that 'To punish one <you
punish all'.
Also Andrew Cardona calls the other teammates and 'Puts them on
the Spot' by asking questions that cannot be or will not be defended.
by a Fan X.O.B.O. H.lll.

Teammate Responds

'i'

Spiker Season Chaotic
In Coach Cathy Lies' office in
Carlisle gym a trophy that Wf!S
presented to the UNM women's
volleyball team sits on a table next
to a few photographs that serve as
visual reminders of the volleyball
season.
A few weeks after the trophy was
presented at the NMSU tournament
Coach Cathy Lies made a season
forecast.
"1 predicted a 9-3 conference
record, "the volleyball coach said.
We finished tlw season with just the
opposite 3-9."
Co-captain Cindy Meyer said,
"Our record didn't indicate what
we arc capable of doing. We had to
adjust to a different situation a new
coach, new people and we had to
learn alot."
Marlene Romero who pitched
eight consecutive serves in one
game to break a team record said,
"We could have done alot better if
we would have concentrated on
volleyball instead of petty stuff like
who gets to play more."
"We could have dotJe better if we
had played to our full potential,"
said Julie Rohr a team member.
"Everyone had a different idea of
what they wanted out of the season
and these goals conflicted making it
difficult to work together."
She said "I don't know if I wiU

•• • Lovato

be returning to the squad twxt year.
It will be diffkttli ttl fit volleybnll
into my schedule."
A few more atllletes have hinted
they will not ret urn or arc undecided.
Volleyball ace Elyn Underhill
said'' Because of personal problems
at home l don't know if l will be
returning next season."
Despite the losses, Coach Lies
said, "We shoud have a good
polished squad t·etut·ning next
yeal'.n
Anotl1er change will be the
addition of three schools in the
Intermountain Conference to
rerlace three schools that wil.l be

tournament."

She said "I plan to bring some
l.op ScllOo(s to this t()UI'IUllllCnt."
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WHILE YOU WAIT

The ATM Business Assoc.
in conjunction with the
Student Vets
is again conducting their
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to pick up the big points against
their !58-pounder."
Hines picked up three points,
pulling the Lobos ahead 15-!2 with
three more matches left.
In the !67 -pound class .Larry
Deal tied the score at 15-15 with a ·
win over UNM's Clarence Lasiter,
5-4.
Wyoming dominated the last two
matches. In the 177-pound division
Tom Wertz outpointed UNM'sJeff
Peterson, 6-8.
.
At 190-pound class Wyoming's
Kelly Wilson decisoned Paul
Marfiz,l-.3 . . . .,·, ..
In .the earlier 'matches at 118
pounds UNM's Luke Gilpin
outpointed Jim Rusdanen, 4-3.
In
the
134-pound
class
Wyoming's Cody Westbrook
pinned Jeff Gandy.

leaving the loaf',uc: Idaho State
University, University of C'olorndo
and Ncvmla-Lns Vegas wil be
joining the ~onference,
Ari1ona State, the University of
Arimna and Northern Colorado
will be leaving the conforcn~e.
"Because of the locntion of the
three new schools," the UNM
coach said, traveling will be more
extensive."
"We will be adding a few more
games to the schcclulc next sca.\on",
said Lies. "UNM will host a fourteam
invitational
volleyball

~

Annual Christmas Food and
Clothing Drive for the needy.
Donations for this drive may be dropped off at any
of the three drop-boxes on campus, located on the
main floor of the SUB, at Chicano Studies 1805
Roma NE or in the west wing corridor, main floor
of the Anderson School of Management between
Nov .. 30 and Dec. 16.
Any Questions call
Steve Becerra at 268-2934 or 277-4816

Regarding your article of Nov. 27,. "Hayden, Colborne Criticize
Coach, some clarification is in order. Ms. Hayden and Colborne
illustrate very well the old maxim that losing is the coach's responsibility, whereas winning reflects the greater glories of the team.
Hayden and Colborne are well aware that jealousies, diques, and
bad feelings were as much responsible for our disappointing season as
was the coaching. We were a "team" in name only, twelve people
finding time to chase volleyballs two hours a day, Monday through
Friday.
The Lobo article failed to uncover all the reasons underlying our
team's showing. The blame cannot be dropped on the shoulders of
<;:oach Lies, and, biting my tongue, I'll refrain from draping it about
the necks of Hayden and Colborne.
It was a resronsibility we all shared.
Debbie Weinreis

Student
Discount

Now comes Miller time.
4""~/--·-·--·--·
.

Haircuts
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Open Monday - Saturday
9am to 9pm
·£. 197'7 Milh3i' BtCWtng Co .• Mt!wt'iukec, Wts

1123 Central NE

842-8300

across from Presbyterian Hospital
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Skiers Want Points
Whik many UNM 1tudenl' will
be ;kiing for Jun over lhe Chrhtma.,
hrc•ak, the UNM 'ki team of coach
Cicorge Brook> will be bmy skiing
lor collegiate points.

IM Year
Winds Up
The Intramural 5-10 and under
basket ball league is winding up
their fifth scmon at UNM. This
week the final few of the tournment
will square off.
Only seven teams formed the
league in I 973, and the total has
now grown Io 34.
One on one champ J oc Caban·as
teams up with Jerome Padilla and
Joey Vigil to leads favored Sky King
in the playoffs.
Nu Rho, a team with members
consisting or faculty and students
will chal!angc Sky King.
The weekend marks the finals of
the co·rcc six person basketball
league. Sig Ep and Company, and
Nul> and Bolts arc the favorites in
that tourney.
The bowling tournments had the
~amc winners this year as last, with
Jay Gragg and Bill Putz finishing
one, two in the mens division, and
Collctc Robertson, Susan Garcia
and Diane Schutz coming in the top
three spots in the womcns league.

DuoJ Recital

The 'iki team, which had it' first
training on the snow over the
Thanksgivinp, -break at Purgatory
Ski Area in Durango, Colo., bcgim
the I'>7R-79 season Saturday and
Sunday at Lake Eldora, Colo.
Commenting on the "Turkey
Camp" over the Thanksgiving
break, Brooks .said, "The conditions were great and I was exceptionally happy with the way we
trained.

Tick's Holiday Picks
The NH. has had one of its
wi\de't seasons ever this year, and
in this, our last issue, l will go over
in p\ay.off contention. Then I will
lake a peck at the major college
bowl games.

will win all three remaining games
and will take division if Pittsburgh
doesn't, if not they will be a wild
card. My pick: Pittsburgh for title.

A junior recital of music and
dance will be pr·escntecl in Keller
Hall on Sunday, Dec. 3, at 4 p.m.
The public is invited; there is no
admission.
Guitar and lute music will be
played by Paul Brodsky with the
dance by Peggy Birge.
Brodsky will perforn1 lute music
bv Cutting, Attaignant and
Dowland. Borge will present an
improvisational dance to "Fantasia" by Anthony Holborne,
The guitar selections include
works by Robert DeVisee and
Francisco Tarrega, with Birge
dancing to Tarreg's "Adelita."

Bay, and the Giants left to play,
and two of lhe games at home.
Atlanta is in great positon to make
playoffs. They have to beat either
Cincinnati or St. Louis (but they
play both on the road), and
Washington, then they are in. Even
if they just defeat the collapsing
Skins, chances are good they will go
as a wild card. My pick: Los
Angeles to win division.

AFC,East: Mass confusion. The
J cts had to throw it all up for grabs
AFC-West-Denver,
Oakland, by beating Miami, The Dolphins
0
The team!" Brooks said; "is and Seattle arc in contention here. play the crippled Skins this week,
ready to begin competition. It's Denver has the toughest games left but then come home for two against
about time, they've been in dry·
of the three, and it looks doubtful the Pats and Oakland. Jf they win
land training for quite a while."
they will go any where this year. all three they are in, if not a bigger
They play at Oakland next week, mess will occur. New York has
NFC-Central: This race could go
"Our women's cross-country
having to win to have a chance for three games they can win, then they down to the final week of the
team is definitely stronger than last
post-season play, but then they face have to hope for a Dolphin loss to season with the Pack and the Vikes
year," Brooks said. "Our women's
KC
and the Stcelers. So if they put them in, since they beat Miami fighting it out. But instead of both
alpine team is just as strong as last
Raiders
win over the Broncos, they twice this year. New England needs winning all their games, they will
year but there is not much depth on
still
have
to win against Miami and only to beat the Dolphins the last both be losing. ln fact, there is a
the squad."
Minnesota their last two games. If game to win division, or if they win good chance they will Jose all six
Oakland slips just once in those last
The UNM ski team will be two games, Seattle can win the against Dallas and Buffalo they are remaining games between them,
participating in the Holiday Classic division by winning their last three, in. Either way they will at least tying for the title. I think Minwith skiers who arc going home to They play Cleveland, KC, and San make wild card. My pick: Miami to nesota will win at least one though,
win title.
and even if the two teams tie, the
the East skiing in Waterville, N.H. Diego. My pick: The young Hawks
Vikings
win division by beating the
and those going home out West will play three close games, but win
AFC-Pittsburgh, Miami, Seattle, Packers in the first meeting between
skiing at Sun Valley Idaho.
wild cards·New England and the two. GB plays Tampa Bay,
them all and win title.
Houston: As a wild card the Pats Chicago, and Los Angeles, all on
The 1979 Rocky Mountain
can't play a playoff game at home, the road, Minny tangles with
Al'C-Centrai-This one's not as
Intercollegiate Ski Association
but I still think they will go to the Philadelphia at home, then travels
season begins l'or Brooks' skiers confusing. The Steelers will head to Super Bowl.
to Detroit and Oakland in their last
January 2 and 3 in Bozeman, Mont. the playoffs for sure, but if they
NI<"C-West: Los Angeles is in as two games. My pick: Minnesota.
January !!through 13 the team will lose this week to Houston, then to
compete in Laramie, Wyo. for its the Broncos the last game. They champ, as they hold a two game
NFC-East: The Cowboys are
will be in as a wild card. Houston lead with only Cincinnati, Green
second RM ISA races.
playing \lP to their expectations,
finally, but the stubborn Eagles are
right behind them. Both will go to
the playoffs, but if Philly can beat
the Vikes this week, they will play
Dallas in the city of Brotherly Love
for the title, and there sure ain't
gonna be no Jove in that game. The
Eagles would still have to hope for
Dallas to Jose one of their other
games, against the Jets at NY, or
the Pats at home. A tie between the
two would send the Cowboys, as
they have a better divisional record
between the two. As for the
Redskins, they have lost five of
their last seven, and need to beat
the Falcons in Atlanta to have any
hopes for the playoffs. My pick:
Dallas.

PRECISION 1\f A DISCOUNT.
(For students only.)

Come by for a special student discount card. It's good for a whole year,
and entitles you to 10% off any Command Performance service. Including our precision haircut.
Precision haircutting is our technique for cutting the hair in harmony
with the way it grows. So as it grows it
doesn't lose its shape. Your haircut
will look as good after five days as it

does after five minutes.
A precision haircut with shampoo
and blow-dry costs just $14.00 for
guys or gals, less 10% of course. We
also offer permanent waves, coloring, frosting and conditioning. No
appointment needed, just come in.
Take advantage of our offer, it's
precisely what you need.

®

l"AJmDJand PerforDtanee
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This Sunday

Sierra Vista Shop·ping Center
Montgomery Blvd. at Eubank
Store hours Nlon • Fri 9:00 am-9:00 pm
Sat 9:00 am•6:00 pm ·

~8-9521

NFC-Dallas, Minnesota, Los
Angeles, wild cards, Philadelphia,
and for the first lime in their
history-Atlanta: Dallas looks
strong enough to win the NFC
again, and a second straight Super
Bowl, but don't place any bets on
that.
Sugar Bowl (Jan. 1): Penn State
vs. Alabama or Georgia.
Rose Bowl (Jan. I): USC (10-1)
29 Michigan (I 0-1) 20: Do you
realize that Michigan did not win
the Big 10? That's right, Michigan.
State beat the Wolverines in their
game, and the two tied for the
conference title, giving the Spartans
the crown. But since State is on
probation, the Wolves go bowling.
ll doesn't matter, the Trojans will
make this another Rosey victory.
Orange Bowl (Jan. 1): Oklahoma
(10-1) 35 Nebraska (9-2) 17: The
"rematch Bowl" I don't like the
idea of this game, r think the
Orange committee should have
asked Norte Dame. Oakics will
blow Huskers out this time, as is the
case in most revenge games.
Cotton Bowl (Jan.!): Norte
Dame vs. South West Conference
Champion: Did you hear the latest
from South Bend? Seems now that
the Irish can no longer run around
yelling, "God made us #I", Dart
Devine, the Irish Coach, has made
and idiotic statement. Speaking of a
controversial call against NI> late in
the game last Week against USC, he
Said, "lf the official made a
mistake on that call, I'll work to see
he'll never work another game, he
caused n1y. kids bitter disappointment. If I'.m wrong, then just
forget it. Bad calls are part of the
game, and one does not make a
gallle. Could you imagine an of·
ficial being. fired every time a coach
didn't like a calL
With Dan's recent myopic
Statement, he proves that "To err
is human, but to forgive i; certainly
not, Devine."

Atts Events
Friday, December 1
Performance: A UNM Student
Dance production-performed ;tnd
choreographed,. by UNM Dance
students, 8 p.m., Rodey Theater.
Admission charge.
Concert; a faculty concert,
featuring members of the UNM
music faculty, 8:15 p.m., Keller
Hall. Admission charge.
Saturday, December2
Lecture; Harold Clurman speaking
on "The Critic and Theater,
Today", 10 a.m., Rodey Theater.
Free.
Concert; UNM Early Music
Ensemble (a student ensemble
performing music from the
Medieval, Renaissance, and early
Baroque periods) 4 p.m., Keller
Hall. Free.
Performance;
see
Friday,
December I.
Recital; Sigma Alpha Iota Chapter
Recital, 8:15 p.m., Keller Hall.
rrce.

ARTS
8QIIet Folclorico
Night At Popejoy
Tonight at 8:15p.m., in Popejoy terpreted by the greatest living
Hall, the Cultural Entertainment virtuoso of this specially, Jorge
series will present the Ballet Tiller.
Folc!orico N~cional de Mexico.
After the stirring and colorful
This dance company is the of- Jalisco
Festival,
Mariachi
ficial representative of the Mexican Orchestra and all, the viewer is
government, under the sponsorship swept through a whirlwind tour of
of the Mexican Social Service the other Mexican provinces, inDepartment. As an official cluding the Chiapas with the
governemnt representative, the throbbing Marimbas, and the
Ballet has appeared all over the unique songs ancl dances of the
world.
originallndain Nahuatl cullure.
Director and choreographer of
The program is climaxed with a
the Ballet Folc!orico is Silvia Veracruz Extravaganza, complete
Lozano. She has starred in and with gleaming white costumes and
subsequently directed severa.l the 'Vild, foot-stomping Zapateado.
companies, inlcuding the famous This number is accompanied by the
Ballet Aztlan, a direct predecessor world-famous Veracruz country
ofthe Ballet Folclorico Nacional.
musicians, with their soprano to
A typical program will begin with bass guitars, walking harps, and
the graceful and tender .Tarascan raucous song. This improvisational
Wedding Dance from Michoacan, music and dance derives much of its
and then progress to the exotic spirit and style from the Spanish
dances of the Isthmus of flamenco of Granada.
Teh\lantepec, including the famous
Tickets for tonight's permating Dance of the Turtles.
formance of the Ballet Folclorico
Next, from Sonora, comes the Nacional de Mexico are avilable at
now famous Deer Dance, in- the Popejoy Hall box office.

CQnCldiCln OperQ Set

For Popejoy Dec. 15

Appearing at Popejoy Hall on
Dec. 15, will be the Canadian
Opera Company. The company will
present "The Marriage of Figaro"
by Mozart as the final presentation
Sunday, December 3
this year in the Cultural EnterConcert; Kick, with Spoiler, 8 tainment Series.
p.m., SUB ·Ballroom. Admission
Founded in 1958, the company
charge.
tours throughout Canada and the
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United States. As a chamber·sty!e
opera company, they perform with
a full orchestra.
Tickets for "The Marriage of
Figaro" performance by the.
Canadian Opera Company are
available at the Popejoy Hall Box
Office.

A Benefit dance

and

Chris Orrall
Proceeds go lo
Citizens Ag:oinst Nuclear 'l'hrculs (CANT)
& Aclllnc Nuclcnr Alert Committee
Dec. 2
U.N.M. SUB Ballroom

tickets $3.00

7 pm - 12 midnight
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Students Produce
DC\nce Tonight,
Tomorrow Night

KING PHOTO

Dan Blumenfeld and Kristina Florence perform "Entre Nous" In
the Student Dance Production.

fly DONNA IUNNEWEG
A >tud~nt dance production will
be prc>ented Dec. I and 2 at Rodey
Thcnter in the UNM Fine Arts
Center.
The
performances,
choreography, lighting and music
will be by students of UNM's dance
department.
The eleven dances to be performed and the student performers
are:
"Tanz," performed by Willie
Peters; "Zero to Sixty In Five,"
performed by Frank Gilpin and
Diana Walsh; "Flame," performed
by Marianne Kitts; "Fern Hill,"
performed by Sara Hutchinson and
Sally Lauder; "Entre Nous,"
performed by Dan Blumenfeld and
Kristina Florence; "Kruez Koenig"
(King's Cross), performed by
Blumenfeld, David . Fritz, Frank
Gilpin, Rita Snyder, Lisa Tinker,
Cindy Williams, and Stefa
Zaerucha; ~'Inner Dialogue,''
performed by Alicia Perea and
Lovedy Barbatelli; "Cars Down
From Placitas Like Tears,'' performed by Joanie Carlisle; "Three
Women of my Dreams," per.
formed by Peggy birge, J oanie
Carlisle, and Sara Hutchinson;
"After the Show," performed by
Kim Carin, and Alex Puig, and
"Everyday, Everyday" performed
by Dan Blumenfeld, Frank Gilpin
and Stefan Zawcrucha.

What's On The Tube ?
By MIKE VORD
The following shows will appear
on KNME-TV, Channel 5, during
December.
Monday through Friday at 7:30
p.m. is the "M«cNeil/Lehrer
Report." This is one of the most
reasonable, detailed news programs
on any network.
Saturday mornings at I 0, is
"Cinematic Eye." Each week a
different classic film is shown,
followed by a short in-depth
analysis by Benjamin Dunlap. This
month's films include "Smiles of a
Summer Night" by Ingrid Bergman
on Dec. 2, "L'Aventura" by
Antonioni on Dec, 9, and Truffaut's "Jules and Jim" on Dec, 16.
Saturday afternoon at 4 is "The
Prisoner"
starring
Patrick
McGoohan.
Every Sunday, in December, at
I 0 p.m., is "The Best of Laurel and
Hardy."
December is a musical month on
Channel 5. "Song By Song By
Gershwin" shows Dec. 4. "Ray
Charles At Monlreux" airs on Dec.
5 at 9 p.m. Many of Charles'

7.00

Kill Kill
!{);()()

greatest hils will be performed by
Ray and an all-star cast of jazz
musicians. On Dec. 9, "A Big Band
Bash" will show at 9 p.m. Count
Basic, Earl Hines, Woody Herman
and many others will perform. The
following day, Dec. 10, ''Keith
Jarrett's Vermont Solo Concert"
will be shown for .the second time in
recent months. "Soundstage" on
Dec, 16, features three great
guitarists-George Benson, Chet
Atkins, and Earl Klugh.
On Dec. 7, two shows of special
interest can be seen. At 8 p.m. is
"Nova", focusing on lasers. At 9
p.m. is "Mont.y ·Python and the
Holy Grail", the hailarious fulllength motion picture by the Monty
Python comedy team.
Finally, a National Georgraphic
special can be seen on Dec. I 0 at 8
p.m. "The Living Sands of
Namib" examines. the creatures
that call the African Namib desert
home.
The KNME Monthly Program
Guide may be obtained by subscription ($5 per year), from the
Albuquerque Pulbic Schools Office
Services.

There arc a number of art
exhibits and events occuring during
December that Lobo Arts would
covet if we were going to be here.
Here they arc.
On Monday, Dec. 4, the UNM
Symphonic Band will be in concert
at Popejoy Hall at 8:15p.m.
On Friday, Dec. 8, at 8 p.m., in
the Kiva Auditorium of the
An unusual art event will be held Albuquerque Convention Center,
in the ASA Gallery beginning next Tom Waits and Leon Redbone will
Monday. The gallery is located in be in concert. The gravel-voiced
the basement of the SUB.
performers each have their own
The show is being organized as a shticks, but they are remarkably
thesis exhibition by Kendra similar.
MacKenzie, and invites parThe Museum of Albuquerque on
ticipation in the building of a Yale near the Airport will open a
collective space. A large variety of "Hispanic Heritage" exhibit on
materials will be provided to Sunday, Dec. 10 at 2 p.m. The
construct wall drawings and three- Museum of Albuquerque is open
dimensional objects on the floor of daily except Monday, from 10 a.m ..
the gallery. All pieces are open for until 5 p.m., and Sunday from I to
alteration and can be moved
5 p.m.
The Friends of the Albuquerque
Public Library will open a multimedia exhibit on Monday, Dec. 11.

The exhibit chronicles the history of
Christmas in America.
The Canadian Opera Company
will perform "The Marriage of
Figaro" on Friday, Dec. 15, at
Poepjoy Hall. Sec the story on the
COC on page 27 of today's LOBO.
On Wednesday, Dec. 20, the
Albuquerq\Je Parks and Recreation
department will sponsor a free harp
concert at the Kimo Theater at
Fifth and Central downtown. The
conert is free, and will take place at
noon, as a part of their "lunch-in"
series.
Also on Dec. 20, Don Pancho's
theater will show "Papillon"
starring Steve McQueen and Dustin
Hoffman, and"The Man Who
v. ;uld Be King" starring Sean
Connery and Michael Caine.
"Papillon" is an overly long waste
of time, but "The Man Who Would
Be King" is, as Mike Ford is fond
of saying, "a semi-spectacular,"
lt'an excellent film.

'.

'·

Soft-Tech
Edited by J. Baldwin and Stewart
Brand
Penguin Books, 176 pp, $5
Houses ArchHects Live In
Barbara Plumb
Penguin Books, 168 pp., $8.95
Since this is the Christmas
season, why not give someone a
book they can pore over and enjoy,
a book they can wish from and
dream. "Soft-Tech" and "Houses
Architects Live In" arc two books
that fill both those categories. You
can pore over them both, wish from
them, and enjoy.

"Houses"

I.\

is

an

ar-

chitecture/photograph book, at
$8.95 a bit expensive for a
paperback, It is all color though,
with slick, glossy photos. What test
there is devoted to descriptions of
the houses, 1·ooms, and buildings
these architects call home, There
are some houses in here that are just
unbelievable.
"Soft-Tech" is a catalog from
the same people who gave us "the
Whole Earth Catalog" and its
various successors. This time they
have assembled a catalogue of
materials dealing with "appropriate
technology", a buzz word for
alternate energy (itself a buzz
word). There are tools, books,
hints-in a way, this may be the
counterculture's answer to ''Hints
from Heloise", though on a cosmic
scale.
These are the people with the
ideas. They throw these dreams,
descriptions out to us, like farmers
planting seed. When you read
"Soft-Tech" or "Houses" you are
almost overwhelmed by the number
of ideas that are put in front of you.
On one hand, you have what the
rich would put in their house if they
have the money and the time. On
the other hand, "Soft-Tech" may
have in our homes when the oil runs
out. Either way, they're both pretty
good. Joe Wesbrook
to be a rancher in the twentieth
Land and Cattle: Conversations
with Joe Pankey, a New Mexico
Rancher.
by Jack Parsons and Michael
Earney
UNM Press, 96 pp., $12.95
"To see a working cowboy is a
sight that's mighty strange."
Steve Frumholz
"The Man In The Big Hat"
Joe Pankey, his wife Edith, their
son Reuben and his family, live on
a ranch near Truth or Consequences. Land and Cat/le is a
book about the Pankeys and their
ranch, about the cattle raising
husiness. about what it's like to try

Tired of eo.tlng

"ffio.cs, Jacks,
o.nd Kings"?

Tty
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JOSEPH E.LEVtNE PRESENTS
MAGIC
ANTHONY HOPKINS ANN-MARGRET
BURGESS MEREDITH ED LAUTER
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER C.O. ERICKSON
MUSIC BY JERRY GOLDSMITH
SCREENPLAY BY WILLIAM GOLDMAN,
BASED UPON HIS NOVEL
.
PRODUCED BY JOSEPH E. LEVINE
AND RICHARD P. LEVINE
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A Oenefit Film Program ro HPIP
NEW MEXICO NORMl
DecnminaliZ§ MarUuana

LAND AND CATTLE

Books As Presents

DecembetArtsEven~

Unusual Art

RUN, PUSSYCAT.

You Are Whot You Give

Pute Hickory-Smoked

Bo.rbeque
Downtown
Featuring PowDrells
• famous Bar-8-Q
Homemade
Cobblers & Pies
Take out or dine In
243-9594 or243-9595
West of 3rd
on Central/downtown

century.
Land and Callie is not so much
"conversations" with Joe PankeY
as it is a photo-essay of Pankey at
work. The conversations are brief
bits of background-a quick history
of the family and how they came to
be where they are. Joe Pankey
remembering his young days in
California as a movie cowboy
extra, how his father traded cattle
with Pancho Villa, how southern
New Mexico was settled-these are
quick vignettes from a man who has
lived his life more outdoors than in,
more on a horse than behind the
wheel of a car.
The photo!; were taken on the
Pankey ranch, during roundup, by
Jack Parsons. The business of
raising meat to feed the American
appetite never looked tougher than
here. Look on a map at the ·area
near T or C, It's typical New

I

Mexico - hot, arid country, with
Jit.tle promise of rain, and less of
growing something, Parsons photos
of the landscape are very good.
There arc some background shots
of Hillboro and T or C ruins that
distract from the Pankey's story,
though, There arc several photos
taken inside their first home-one of
some trophies won by Joe. But
that's a downright doghouse photoand there's one of those too.
Terrible photos, They are offset by
some excellent shots-a pair of
hands, "Joe counts his cows." "A
sorry old animal ... " several funnyoutrageous shots of a young bull's
castration.
Faults aside, Land and Cq((/e is a
fine history of the modern rancher,
in a hard-scrabble business and
country, It's one of UNM Press'
most accessible books. Joe
Wesbrook

ARTS

_]

KUNm Today
Friday, Dec. I
12:15 p.m.; "Options: Black
Duality"
5:30p.m.; KUNM News
6 p.m.; NPR'S "All Things
Considered"
7 p.m.; NPR'S "Jazz Alive" A
tribute to Lionel Hamption,
celebrating his 50th anniversary as
an entertainer,
8:30p.m.; "Raw Guts" (rock)
10 p.m.; "The Asylum Show"
Country rock with Malachi
Mudgong.
Next week on KUNM there are
some interesting shows in the
works. Here are some of them, with
dates and times.
Monday,
Dec.
4,
12:15
p.m.-"Options: Machines". The

role of machinery in ouf lives.
Tuesday,
Dec.
5,
10
a.m.-"PIRG and UNM" The
relationship between PIRG and
UNM, with Mimi Swanson and
Mark Liebendorfcr.
12:15 p.m.; "Options: Marshall
McLuhan: The TV Generation
Comes of Age" The effect of instant communications.
Thursday, Dec. 7, l2:15
p.m.-"Options: China" A look at
life in the People's Republic
Friday,
Dec.
8,
12:15
p.m.-"Options: Ethic, Efficacy
and CIA Activities" The conflicts
of conducting secret activites in an
open society.
KUNM-FM is located at 90.1 on
your FM radio dail. Helluva good
station.

"A NIGHT OF HARDROCK"
with Albuquerque's

SPOILER

Sundo._y. Dec. 3 8 p.m. SUB BALLROOm
$3.00 - Public $2.00 -Students
Tickets ot Ttcketmcuter Outlets.
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Long Plo.yers
Torn Wails
"Blue Valentine"
Asylum Records
Tom Waits is a low-life. He likes
it that way. So do his fans. Count
me among them.
"Blue Valentine" is Waits' latest
effort, and his best to date (he's
done four others). From the incongrous
opening
number
"Somewhere" from "West Side
Story," Waits shows he is in top
form- his gravelly, boozy, cigarette

Tom Waits
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choked voice io in worse shape than
ever. "Red Shoes By The
Drugstore" is eerie with its tension.
"Romeo is Illeeding" is primeWaits. A lyrical story about a dying
bum who claims to have killed a
sheriff, "Romeo" moves nicely to
Waits' guitar work. The bum dies
in the· balcony of a theater. Almost
a standard ending.
Undoubtedly the best cut on the
album is "Whistlin Past The
Graveyard." With its bass drum
back beat providing the drive,
Waits is ominous, threatening (like
when you meet a pachuco on his
turf), and in his own words "a
mean mother hubbard, papa one
eyed jack." Tough stuff, but excellent.
The title cut "Blue Valentines" is
almost a reminiscence - for a life
Waits doesn't want to know. "She
sends me blue valentines all the way
from Philadelphia, to mark the
anniversary of someone that I used
to be." It's tender, without
brea!dng the theme Waits has made
his own. I choose to be down and
out. What do you choose?
Waits has continued to build a
following. His album now sell
upwards of 100,000 copies. He's
damn good, and he deserves better.
His songs are stories, reminiscences
(he's the guy who wrote the Eagle's
hil "Old '55). His music is urban,
but closer to the slums than the
suburbs.
"Blue .Valentine" is a damn good
record from a performer who can
kick ass. He'll be in concert here
next week. Check him out. Joe
Wesbrook
Yes

"Tormato"
Atlantic Records
Yes. Yes, Yes is out with another
one. Yes.
Jon Andersen and his voice sticks
out from the disc, immediately
letting the listener know he is
definitely listening to Yes.
Chris Squire proves who is the
best electric bass player in rock
music. Steve Howe on guitar adds
some typical Y cs melodies. Alan
White on drums almost rounds out
the total sound.
The master of keyboards in rock,
Rick Wakeman, fills in and almost
single handedly carries the album
on his fingers (so to speak).
It is hard to get excited about
Tormato. 1t is Yes, but here seems
to be something missing from the
days when "Fragile" and "Close to
the Edge" was considered to oe
music for the connoiseur.
The old spark just seems to be
missing. Each member of the band

.dtct 6 '(l J' J\1
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i; an exeellent musician in his own
right, especially Rick Wakeman,
but they just don't seern to fit
together like they used to.
The best song on the album is a
tune called "Madrigal" in which no
electrics are used and Rick
Wakeman proves he can play the
harpsichord as well as he plays
synthisizers.
"Madrigal" is followed by the
worst song Yes has ever done,
"Release, Release" which includes
a "canned" applause track.
It's too bad. Thank you for
memories Yes. Why destroy a
legend? --John Chadwick
Paul Brett
ulnterlife 11
RCA Records
Guitarist Paul Brett has come
into his own with his latest release.
Brett, who plays 12 stdng, both
acoustic and electric, makes Jimi
Hendrix look like a rank amateur.
The British artist has set out to
show the versatility of the 12 string,
and has succeeded in proving his
point. A fine mixture of jazz, rock
and blues make for a pleasurable
listening experience.
Adding to the album is former
drummer for the Strawbs, Rod
Coombes. David Griffiths on
acoustic base and Delisle Harper on
electric bass fill in the strings on the
album.
The magic of electronics helps,
and Tom Newman's expertise
created the perfect album.
Newman's other credits include
producing
Mike
Oldfi.elds
"Tubular Bells"
This album is the high point in
rock this year, and the decade as
well. John Chadwick
AI Stewart
"Time Passages"
Arista Records
Following his enormously
successful "Year of the Cat" LP
was a tough trick for AI Stewart.
"Time Passages" is getting a lot of
AM airplay, and it deserves that
market. The rest of the album, with
only two exceptions, is mediocre at
be~t.

The two exceptions are both on
side two-"The Palace of Versailles" and "Song On The
Radio." They're both good, long
cuts that give the band a chance to
explore the music,
"Time Passage" is another
example of the record industry
creating a synthetic vacancy in the
musical marketplace, and then
creating an artist to fill the vacancy,
Skip this one. Joe Wesbrook

The first P.ditlo11 of
UNM's new creative pubUce~tion
of literary e~nd artistic concepts
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AWARD-WINNING photographY!lml
pl)Ctr\' in UNM's ans/li!erary magazine. On sale in
Marron Hf\11 Room 105. SUXJ. Now accepting
subm(~siom to next issue. For more infprmatlon
come in or caii2T7~56.SQ, Ev~;:nlngs B73~JtXM.
tfn
KICK IN CONCERT with loc&l group Spoiler Dec. 3
8pm at SUB l3allroom. The bc~t in hard .rock.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING AND counsellns. phone
241-9819.
12/QI
BLACKSMITHING

APPR~NTJCESHIPS,

(TUITION fee), Write: Rolando DeLeon, Rt. 4 Box
85-D, Santa Fe, New Mexh::o, 87501.
12/0\
DIVORCE ADJUSTMENT GROUP besinrling in
January to help with the stress and uncertainty that
may occur with the ending of a marriage. $10 for six
week St:"ries. Registrntion call: Harvey Barker, M.S.,
211.4954, 898-4JOB. Sarah Smith M.A., 26:5~8596.
12/01
THE PI:RFECT DRINK, dine and dance exn~ric:nce
can be rolmd a1 the Eswblishmem. for your dancing
plea~ure It'_., Soundstage through Dec. 2; for your
dining plens.ure • dcltdou~ barbec1,1e ribs. Mon·
tp.omcry Plaza. Mnlt, !IR3·2540.
I :VOl
CONC.'EPTIONS SW • A COLUK'TION of UNM
,tt,JCill'i' creative work~. $1 .00, Marron Hull Room

Hl:'i.
1 fn
ACCURATE INI•ORMATION ABOUT conlm,eptinn, "iterililation, i!bortiCI11. Right to C'hop~e.
;!Y~·Oiil,
04127
OlD BUSINESS ANTJQt:E Auction 1500 Menu<~l
NW, Thur'>. Nov. 30. 6:30pm. Preview 5pm. lot.~ or
fmc-\l]d rurniturc uod giftJdea~.

l2i01
c"HRI"iTMAS ON YOUR mind? P11t Pipe & r·oba~·co
lhtad nn your li~l ~ we ha\C umm1UI glf.t'> !11 hm
rrKC\! 107 Cornell SF.
12-'01

BF!\l'TlFl.ll Jl;WI·l RY UOXliS! Perfect
Chri,Jma~ f\lft\
m1l} ;11 PJp~ & T~)ba~.-...:-o Ro;ld,
l orndl off Central :.01·.1-1!:30-6,
12-'0\
[ r\l>ll:S N[ ElWD FOR hain:ut model~. Cut~ done
.1~ <'Ur dh.;tCIJ\1\l. A~k lor P;1m, 256·0J77,
0\/08
:,;l( 10l.OlJY RI·Sb\RCHl'R Nl:CDS to talk w1th
Jt, ~1rn·J uwn llT woman. Completl! anonymity
)!u.trant~·cd. Call Dori~ m 2~5-82~0.
tfn
Oil \·I •·.L"\1 BRl'NU(!·ridn~" 11:~0·1. Sunday\ lJ.
~ 'tiltling De~.~. [)J!lkiou\ \LeanH:cl pan-fried, deep·
tm:J ,tfld baJ..cd Chme~e ~mtd:.,, pa~trtC\ t~nd ap·
rc!t/cr.,_ Onl!> SJ.OO per pl:l!e. Come w A mer A\ill at
Cornell<.;(: aud I cad. 266·8400.
12'01
\!1\R( H AG1\INST NUCLCAR wam.• in New
\[C\i~l~ \I UTI\ 12:00 llllllll Sat. l>ec 2, Yale Park. Rally
:!pill n~·k Plata, dol't ntown.
12- OI
J·RF1~ PUPPWS 1 J COYOTE!. 1 'J 1-fmky. 877-2418
ttllfil midnight.
12/01

11 )ll't Wtln't hl·

n.n.

YOt;'RE NOT gelling older. Only bcllcr!

Happy 24th, K.t-.·1.

12t0l

\\'ithmtt you! Your per\onal t)'pe ~peccr.
YOU TOO KAREN!

·h~·

12tP1
l2i0l

KASHMIR BOXES. Ethnh: dothC!. pnnt>rn~.
Japanese folk .::ran~ and 1\ustalinn aborigine wood
carvings arc just a. few of the items for 5alc in 1hc
Maxwell Museum tiirt Shop. Holiday shor with us
>l.nQ support the museum.
12101
TO STANLEY LOVE; This month you'll seen hard
c~rncd degree. Though we are proud and shout it out
loud. Plca~l! hear !his plea from lhe kids and me.
Don 1l sign up for another degree! When you ~tnrted
we had but one. now there's rive, ~ec what you'vl!
done. And just in case you like thi~ Jlacc, we'll find
you other living space,
12101
PASSPORT, JDENTif'IC'ATJON PHOTOS, Lowe~t
prices in toWIJ·-3 for $3.15! Fast, pleasing, Ncar
UNM. can 265-2444 or come w 1717 Girard Ulvd.
NE.

\.2l01

TO THE HUNK in lliology 12l with the Micl;cy
MQtl5c tatoo: You're gorgeous and have a fanta,~tic
body but the cowboy boots lmYe got to go, Your
1210!
Secret.Admirers.
TODD llOYERS:H";'ca\q!lila of the year.
12/01
ERNIE, HAPPY n!RTHDAY. Need ~orne hdp
celebrating call me, llcrt.
12101
NANCY CHEER UP and let me ~ee your beau1iful
o:,rniJc again! l.0\1! Eric.
\2:01
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Buddie,,

H~ANK!

HAPPY DITI--IDAY MIK£~Y

From

Bio
12 . 01
FOOT! We lmeyo1.i!
Ylll\f

12.-0l

HAPP'l' JJ\RTHDAY OJ' Hud 01' Hudc! Yeah,
12 . ()1
Yl'ah, YEAH!
KAY BHING THE

~-IUSTARD.

Jm:.

the SpuiiLlnl H\cr.:I~C' l1f FCK,\S:h:i\R. On Tu~·~dil)
!'th nt ~:JO p.m., Room 2.~3 SUB.
12 01
UN~l BOOKSTORE- wi,hc~ ~Wil !!~'ud ltk·J.. nn "o,nUT
final,, a Mcm· ('bri~tm.1~ <lnd l~appy HtlluJa~\.12 !!I
ARIJ·N ASHt·R JA7l. QtiARTt 1 t'Ht\ lml.n.

2.

10 7:30 p.m.--nt Neil''>.

12- Ul

LOST & .FOUND

FIND YOURSELF TN ths: Peace Corps. 27'7·.W<.P,
12.-01
FOUND: WOMAN'-S GOLD watch t~llh broken

band,Jden1if)'and claim. Mamm Hall. Rl1om

10~.

FOUND: CALCULATOR IN Chi! Enginccriltg
Ultlg.ldentif.Y<~nd clnlm Wagner Hall Room 1\1.

mue through Dc~·c.mber and New Year'i. For the true
drink, dine & dance cxpcriettcc meet at the E~tablish·
rneni'. The BBQ ribs are great. Montgomery Plaza

FOUND; NEAR GODFATHER'S plna: belt with
wood·inlaybuc-klc. Claim from John at 277·5130.

IUOI

12/01

12101

13\Ll.IE WE MISS YOU, You think }'OU would learn
to smy 0111 of New Yotk subways, Mono,
12101
MIKE 1-1., RILL R., Ed J<j Joe W., thanks to you [or
a job well done. We must rise 10 the oecnsion again
sometime soon. Real soon. Your tricnd and ad

FOUND: COCKER SPANIEL named Cht::Mer. tall
255-3016 or 344~5852.
tfn
FOUND: TAN MEN'S wi_ntcr jacket with fur lining,
in Biology Doilding 173, ldendfyandclalm,
i2/0J
FOUND: ULACK LAI1R.ADOR puppy ncar Johnson
Gym, Call Campus Police or Ciiy Pound.
12/01
LOST ~ GREEN BOUND notebook 1 dance related
materia1 pr~cious!!! Rcwrn Joani't:o Carlisle, Dance
Office, Fine Atis Bldg.
I 2101
FOUND: CALICO CAT. ·tdcntify and It's yours,
12i0l
CI\IIJoeWesbrook. 217·5656.
FOUND: FOUR SETS of keys during the semester. I)
with Pisces medal. -2)with Aquarius stamped leather
3)whh Galles key chain 4)with Uni.,.crsHy keys,
Identify and claim Room 105 Marron Hall.
12/01
LOST: RUST COLORED SUEDE coni, ha!i belt and
large scam designed collar. Dropped on Silver between Stanford and Girard, Tuesday No~;. 28. Please
return,. was a gift! 299-2828.
1,2/01

cxeciJti\·t, Kelly.

12101

TO MY BUDDIES -and ucc ad salesmen, we must
surely do it again somelime, kcll~·.
12/01
FRANK·· WHY? HOW?··Signcd the ace sntcspeoplc.
12101

WHY IS IT that corporate lunch factories thrive
llrhilc t:my personable saJidwfch shdJ)$ go out of

of customers. Tty Bartoluccis in
before il's too late! We're beftind
)'ou, Mary. Uelh, Greg, lhih, Angela, Wendy, Joe.
12101
HAPPY 2\SLGcneral Lec.Jioveyou.
12/0I
JRD FLOOR SANTt\ ANA Oood tuck: with finals!
12101
YourAdvisor,
l:m~incss. for lack
Uni~er-\ity Drug;
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... D """Pus CJ
~

ALBUQUERQUE

ALBUQUERQUE.

5811Menaul Blvd. N.E;. 3500 Cuntral Ave. S.E.
881-2533
2"5-3690

8 ~~·!

. . · .·
.

·

.

.

.J.ft
.

JJ . .
.

C/J

RECORDS ODYSSEY RECORDS &TAPES

Only $1.00

~l)9

n•,tltlH''·

12 tll

89'7{),

1\INKO'"i TYPIN(i S! R\·IU· (]ll\1 ~wl~·tnd ;111~
nm~ ~ minllt~ Pa~~pon
268·R~l5. \\'elillkeyt;.

Phutm

~ll

.tflpointmenl
tin

Ul1!1A.R. 1 ESSON~ M I \l"lc'- M.lr..:'-.. {iUII<II
Sutdil), 2,5;-5886
nn
Qi\ T'r'PINO SERVICE. A ~mnrlc1c l}'Jiln~ ltnd
edilotinl \~'S!em. Techntcal, gene1al lcgul, medtcal,
~chol~\tk. Chart.~ and tnbl!!~. J4S·21Z5.
I~ OJ
TYPIST - 24 HOUR SER\'KT; IBM Selectn~' II,
Jl,OI
Jenn,25S-9426, after 4:00pm.
TYPING: FAST RFASONAJli.E. 291-86!18, Pal.

12 01

EDITORIAL SER VIC'f AND wriltng t\\~i,tantc ::!.6~1164.
]'ldll
TYPINO HRST QUALITY, fJS:P7R7,

Holl~--.

02· I J

PRQf(i:SS!ONAI TYf'lST. GUARANTEr!D ttl·
curacy. IBM Selectric. Reasonable rnte~. 884·833.1.
01 JO
R.ESUMl S, STEP BY ~lcp imtru(!tion booklet, for
wriling job winning rc~ume~. Send $2.95. Re~~lmc
Bo~ fl483, Albuquerque, N.M. 87198. 12: '01
STUDENT Spf;CIAI ! SXJO lllllt · $14 11lu~ tax per
1111m!h; 5.X7 unit· $9 phh 1<1.,. p~r JMnlh. \!.."i,or·ll.
2640 13a)·lor SJ·. 242·1100
12:01

Sl;?r\ices,

]2101

1>.·1AI.I CINl'MA and Lotmtann Blvd. 1·2.·1 di~~·nunt
nHwic tkkct~ maihthle nt SUB Bo\ Offu:c. $2.50
cad1. Good for nn~- film an~· Uil\ tJf tim~:. <"he;tp
C'ltri~tma\ run. L;njtlh enjo~.
12 OJ
I- -\MOllS
Ql\1 VI:RA
)]001\.SIHW
an.J
photugraph>· gotller:o 1~ lo~·;ucd • · bl"~·k from Jt1hn~nn
Ci}m at Ill C~Jtncll. ~rc~ntlllrdcncr\i~o:c
I~ Ol.

4.

HOUSING

ROOMM·\Tt.- WANTFD: I·FM!\Ll' Ill ~hare Nf·
A\huqullrtJUC' :.trt. Rctll ncp:uuahlc. :::93·9?<16 t~t!cr

JO:-on 11 m

12· ot

4

fa~·llllll'\, ?"i l!t.'C
.::~(> ""44•1
JJw

12 .tll
l ~M 1\li~\1 ilCJJJ{t-it-i\~r-i·t;;L~h .hllm\·l~t·:t ~~;h
lllP~l uldiltt''P•HJ )110 :Ut1 1"'~1 \',tlk\ RL'IIIal\, $l41
ll'L'
]2 01

..,h~nd tiiJlPolll)

l\\0 \1-\ll· HOl!~:d·~·l·\il~-j;Z,f~i("~( -~~~-'2i:tJ,
qutet, ~·omJonuhlc hmt-~1!- { 'lo\(' m l'iUlli\U"$10(1 pJ\1\ '• Ulihllc.'.\. ~(!-'\.()] J'i 111\lllCJ.liUll.'h
12 01
r\~ 0 ROOMMA T'F~ NI·HiH) to ~hnre ni~e fE-r-~~
hL•lhlt(llll IKlU~e tn N.f. !{eight\. $1 ·2s mo. pit!~ \hnrc
UJilittC\. 8Rl·IJ244 Llil) S81-1RJ(J e\-l;'llltlg~
12. OJ
n OSJ.· ro CAMPUS. A~'i!ilahlc now, utilitic~ paid:
elltdenq apt $15!1 •mo. J4i-2Ct2'1. After 5 . 8420HlO
12.01
f.'liRNTSiiHl STilDlO t:xn-U FNT .SI· area.
I

Prt\ille palill·, Slli5

\llldent,only

5.

indut.Jc~

utlhliC'~.

(ir:Jduatc

"iUEllllllt', 24':1-4047t25(1·134~

lltUI

FORSALE

WOOL RIC/I Cl OT!IIN(i ST)H'IAl purchuo,e
Slttrb, Jackllt'> miLl rnrkm S01~e wtth introduclllf)'
_pncl;'~ R..C H~llc:1'\ III~'Y~h:~. 2122 t ~1!11 Place SE.
Off Yale bl.'twccn I crH.l & ( ·oRI. 2 blot;~~ froml'NM.
R41·917R.

12 01

CAMPI~R

POR SAl f·, $200, 14X1fc Contac-t P
Ha\'C) J47 California Sf Spac-e 1
IZ.'OI
RFNAl'Lf R 10M. 4-door. A \t(.'al ;u $250. 26S
0410 C\CIIIIlg,
12-'()l
NIKON RANtU;I·INDl·R. I·ANTASTIC hilrgtlln!
hlllf ICn\e\, Wide an~lc In tclepht_l\n. N!kon (J(' nnsh,
Hca~~· lc:;tthJ:t 11fOie\\lt'llnl ~·a,e. $415 ftrrn. 1\
phlllOf!.lilJlhcr. i!.M· 2444.
12..-01
CliVF A PIC i liRl• for t 'hmtma\l (imnmn,
O'i\eelc, StctUbcrg ttlltl mme than lf)(l utlwr finc an
po\lCr' ;lnd l<licndar\. Cll\hltu !raman~ <lJld our
~Jl~l:talt·~.
I he I·rumclc" f r(ltt\1.'. Ill per l'CIII Afll\t',
Dl~.:tl\10\. Thc hamcr:.-, ll~ Har\ard. Sl·. 2tJfl-:!"~H.

ll Ill
~~·· COl OR CONSot I ~I AR "'.!- o..;,\-e;t~;j';~.. -]"\~~
$2'1<;, ;!~~ 'i:;!M-prn '"2 '1~0 Honda, lnttr, lu.t\-kd
c\.;cll(.'n] ~.:nnt.Juwn !I !.:1~~~~--~~~~1?.!~--.!.:~~1
S!N(,[-R l t "Tl RA l<H' tlllhehtw '-,lipllth· U\t'd hu1
\ltll und;.•t \~;trr.Jnl\
1\UillrlWik h\lhhtnV.ltttln,
hlmdil{'nt", ma·~~''> l~U1HIIIIIt.l1C\. hi!., ~Unljlt11CT1lfd
\trt'L~It '>llto,.h Al~t1 d1t1."' h11~ 11! I•Ht~,- '>HI.-Itl'\. Rt>~
~RtXIOUtlll\1 $1"i0_(J[ha~ll.

< allRHl

4~N11

12-lH

BRA"<!) ~~\\-iTOJ;i,-11! ~~~~. j·c;o;;;-t;~i-i(;r; ~t.r•.i

(Wl'RSI/1-() ~ HFOR00.\-1, nfl <·r~:tl, cncr.f!\' .. a\mg
apphant:-c~. l"!t~'J,ltt..:c, yard, $1:'i!l. ~(,2 J'1:t'J \-OIIII.-'!o'
Rclllilh. $l~ IcC'
11 ·01

HOT "'""OTli\.j),\J[\-;;!JWt,~h i~iiJ!d <h~(l~\··~

.\J'ARJMl·NT FOR RI;NT Uc,nltl/ul. uniqtll' tl\n
hcUrmun ar<utmcnt a\atl:t_btc JanmlO 1 Chl~l' 1t1
l'N\1, Dnt\lllt1\1'1\, l.jt. Jl'\eph, Pn•,h\h'tJan

Nl I D_(.J]r~\IJ \\i{iJI "i-1 '(,( ( hl'\l'lit'. llttVIIIIll
(l~.(l:~l~J~ll·-~- ~}-~_t'!.t.n~~.~ ~-:~~~-~()..:~~~~-~~~

H•~~Illli.t],, $200 00. 294·7~'1"1.

6.

12 OJ

~n:m·NJ SPf·riAJ. "-:I. 2 hcdwnm. tiff
\1odcrn ~1pphan~e\, ~<tnL Sl4~ 211:;! J"'~l

Cir.1.nd.
\':tile)
Rt•ntal\, S11\
12 01
OH {'.o\Rl l"il L 4 SP<\ClOllS rtllltn~. lomndrh
.,J)~)tlC~\ kitchen, arpliafllC~, dnldtctl'' yard.. $1(}(1
26!~1'7H,$J!' rcc, Valle~ Rentlll,.,
12 01
MAI\E THE MOVI~ intn tlti~ \llf!Cr de<~n ~ BR adul;~
and there-'ll be 011 r~greto;. with 2 hath~. manelou~
large den, fucplac:c, 'enicc room, 2 plu~ {'.J.r.agc,

rcc.

EMPOLYMENT!
Returned Peace
C. orps Volunteer
and current, or
incoming graduate
student status
necessary
Be the Cam pus
Peace Corps Recruiter

Maintain the Peace
Corps/Vista office
Call the Latin Ameriean
Center, UNM, 277-263() or
247-2602, evenings for additi..P wtl information

Deadline Dec. 15!!
We have extended the deadline for submissions of art and
literature to UNM's Conceptions SW. Bring to Marron Hall
Rm. 105 or call277-5656 for details.

Music From
Around
The World

•

1hc~1,,

lfll

FOUND: ROCKWELL AC' Adapter on 1M noor of
SIJB. Claim :0.1arron Hall .Room 105,
tfn

THE ESTABLISHMENT PRESENTS OLJt of the

Mnll.

TI·RM I'APl Rt..,,

h111\e

[ 'i rlt."TL'\ 1 l\i(1(ll}(}{l 1-H·~

l.u~c.

12.-ot

THF liSTAl311SHr,.1hNT. Drin~. dine & lf•m~~
1!'\rl.'ricn~c. !Jnmc nh nnd manim lund1. Unl~ $4 lJ),
nc~.4·9.
I:! 01
1-I/\PP\' lliRTHDAY BAMBI! I cp.ai<H lil't 1 1\ll\C<l
grc::u onc~nd namc 1taf\cr u~!
12 Cll
"Ol 1T OF- THF BODY r~XIlf·Ril-NCt·.S" .. a wlk on

5:~0

SERVICES

TYPlSl

~nme

STUDENT~'

d,Jti;R-,~~ ·w~MJ;;,t;
l ~ til

t;; t1t>r&ltv· t1•.1\SE'!:J

fr:Pnds •_o_ll mt> (erebrot

KH t ', w1•·u Mtss rol

coNTACTS??? POLISKINO & SOl-UTIONS.
12101
c·a,ey Optic11l Company. 26S·8B46.

1.: Ill

(_not; ~::;w,;r

\Prhl11~·r~. ~tll.u t!tn•rthtl\l~t',
llfdtiUd,

I

(Limited Offer)
Marron Hall, Rm. 105

-

I~
li~!\1

PA.~

T Tl"<U JU\1 g.raduatr ~nnknh

lltltlll\

")aturJ.l~ m);'.ht~ !\ltht hi.' ~~ H'ar~ ~~tu A.ppt~- II!
prr~nn, tltl phulll.' ~alh l"il'.l~~· "><lH'\\'1\\ l ll!lltH"t.IUrL"•

m ~ .. 04 l tltll<l' NL ~"ffl \kruml NT

PXRl---~~1TIOiC-

I~ Ill

nci-1hk 1.0.;;:-.,,

,-11,;.-~~---d.~-.

~orJ...tnp. \\llh fUIIIIIUfL', hHIIlg nt'l't·~~ill\

l,tll 24:!
L~·OI

1024,t•ld hu~llll''\

ssO

,;r: R' ''iOii envct;,r~~- !~turfed ;unJr·;~idrt.>~'rdU~
n,,"

ntc lk111:0 l·ntcrpm~·~. Pcpt ]0'7,
~l:\9,
Arann lX, 7816l.SOON.
12'01
ili~O{if{FSS!V£; TI-IEA'J Ut NI•H)~ !W11 fcmak
l);mcct\ ('u11242·246.\altcr4t'lll):!.'01
htlOIC \\

Nl/RSINCi PO!'ill'IONS: MUS"J pn~\C~\ n U ~-N- ur
be m Iuml )'car l'lf lUi N. rrne;ram. Statlm~t ~Hlilfl'
$!~,000 ~'<ilh full mcdic~llwnefth n111.l 1(1 UayJ. ptud
vacal\~ltl. Write: N~\')' Mt:Ui~.;tl Pr~1gntrm Olfi~:c1, J>()
B()x 8661, Alh, NM 8710R or C;JU 7ti6 211S.
12'01

PERRY'S PIZ:lA Hdp W;mtcd -for the nut.llcrm
vn~ati(in. Apprux. 1 nip,ht' rcr weel. 2004 CL·ntrnl
S.h., aero~\ frCim UNM
12 ·o1

7.

TRAVEL

(ilJAT[;MAL A, t'IIRISlMAS !HU·AI\, ~.:heap
(ll471 7017.
JlrOI
RIIJl~ NH.:JWI) 10 ·wn\-lnngtc~tt l> c iur 1wu
lcrn·mg nft<!r ]),•n:mhet 91h, IC1Uillltlg 1Jdme ~rtmw.
~c~~~~~fl!r

021\S

bcgmi

wm .. hun:o l.'lipetHC\

evcums~

8.

(all Pull\'. R42
12tCH

MISCELLANEOUS

('lli·AP WA11·RJlHJS Ar \V:tlL'I I up~ $1Jl)

"i1TAi)i!Nf."TXTf.'"N!iff)~\0l·;- -~~~V-~17tl ·~lti;~j
1:n1, PIWL~J. rro,c, plllltm. cl. tn ( lltll.:cptl•lfl" '-i\\,
Rm!m Hl~. -Mm11•11 llaU. llco.tndh!IL' n<'~·t·rnlwr )41
Cal1277"iM6or~7\ I 1JU4t'\~·~ ltll~it't.ul'>
JZ 01
\TA~I\(iA.tNSJ -!'.;0(11-·;:\IC"';\1~ ,;;·~~;
\leti~'L'l

~. ),lit• l"arJ..

"'tan, 12-0IJ unutt \al ll\'•
Ci\-J~

12 t11
"lT,STI~I-:~rYilit ~~.if..,- -IUii nwJ~1
~t:htwl 'dtuh11 \)Up'> a\-;ula hit•. I uua,n. It·~·\, plu'> $>100
pet romuh. Wmc Nn'<y Mt·dtt::JI Prt!ptam~ OliM't.
Rill!\-:! 1'-'ll

Pl;uu,

dtl\\JIIlmn

l~:>.]~i~N(tCt.'. ~NM, 8':'_1~~-~~~ ..~-~-'i- 1;> ~~
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. COPms·
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· Overnight
.alf2cea

EMPLOYMENT

\\'C)Rl<. (l\' J l<~h\\ IN the l'l',J,c ( 11lfl'• 1;"' ~90':".

' ' 4< same day

l(l.tJH
R~l·A\~iow.. ·.-·.:'lM\Il.-1{ i'Uiiim;~;·E·.ur;pc, s.
Anum~.1, 1\u-.u.alta, "''l·l• ~·~~.-. All fn.•]J.,, -$~()().1200
nmnthh,e~>pt:n'c~ pJ!d, ~l{.!ht~eemp:. l·rcc. ml. Wmc:
li1tt•rtmlinna1 Joh { 1.'1\ler, Bm. 4490-NU Dcrkc1cy 1
CA. 94704.
01108
!,ART liM\· JOB '>ale~. flcl(ihh: hour\, good pay.
r•o\~ibll!' lull titnc dunng. hu~~k ('all Phil Fromc1yk,

o\'l

No Minimum

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

12101

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

49 Length unit
50 Distance:
1 - Antony
Prefix
5 Appears
52 Resonance
10 Just elapsed 54 Very messy
14 Ripener
58 Btack bird
15 Path
59 Rodent
16- mater
60 Scorn
17 Branches:
62 House ad·
Bioi.
junct
18 Prostrate
65- Royale
19 Football in67 Dirt
fraction
69 English dis20 Quaver
trict
22. Standard
70 Male animal
24 Malt liquor
71 Organic
25- play, in
compound
golf
72 Taboo: Infor27 Got to
mal
29 Let>s than
73 Cuban coin
'Mach I
74 Relaxes
32 Fuel
75 Very: French
33 N.Y. finanDOWN
cial otg.
1 Shop
34 Automaton
2 Culture me36 Country
dium
home
3 Recalls
40 Virus
4 Felonies
42 Immunity
5 Singers
agent
6 Go astray
44 Rushed
7 Black
45 Crime
8 Petty
47 Swiss9 Music sys·
French lake
tem

hU}'\

yml" ttl Any .,Itt· d<11h 1\:thnll \Jflltll'~l lt.unc, t:!l
~:lft•tv hncr, (lJ lu:unm~uhlt~·d rnmJun pad, (4) ,liJ)
W~· rn;J.UIC\\ \\tlh 1-H- P,Ui.tr01111<'1.' \W ill \\;lt~·t
Tti[l\. 1<lll7Ct•ntraiNI· 2-'i-'l 22M'}
04:0<:.

~~·Ill

Ll. U. 88~·5~60.

All~~

1111h

and e~c•un~~- Mu't hr ;thlt> ''' lltlrk T·mln\' and

A

s r 1
os r

A

10 Sort shoe
11 Islam su"
preme being
12 Grin
13 Recorded
21 smell
23 Post
26 Malign
28 Coagulate
29 Epic
30 Employer
31 Hearts
35 Swelling
37 Master
38 Can. politician: Informal
39 Like a moray
41 Movement:
Mus.

R

43 Directors
46 Clears
48- Scotia:
Can. province
51 Tarry
53 Lease again
54 Invigorating
55 Urgency
56 Calypso's
father
57 Swear
61- and
pieces
63 Departed
64 Biblical
name
66ld
68 Encountered

's
Holiday Gift
Ideas
For The Esoteric
Student
To Improve Your
Performance

'

.

.

.

'

•

•

'

. .

•

•

J

Aud·io Dynqmics

'

•

•

¥.

'

THE WORLD'S FIRST
COMPUTERIZED TURNTABLE
Computer program the Model 4000 to plaY the
record tracks in any order up to 24 times and
with remote control from your favorite
listening position. The Model 4000 combines
the latest in MDS computer circuitry and
infra-red electro-optics plus the new
ad'l(ancements in direct drive technology. Also
includes the highly advanced ADC LMA-1
ph~no cartridge with ADC's patented
14
included magnet" design for higher output
with excellent tracking ability,

1l£MMICII
Improved Stereo Cartridge gives
you top notch performance
from your direct drive or
belt drive turntable

NAV $599.00
Dillards
normal
discount
$449.00

( )riginally
$100.00
Dillards
normal
discount
$55.00

Student
Special

Student
Special

.

$29.88

$348. 00

With Remote Control

For The Modern Student
For your uninterrupted listening
the famous A2300SR has it all

BRAND NEW
LATEST

The leader. Always has been.

Check These
Features

MODEL106

• Full logic transport
control
e Manual que lever
for tape monitoring
• 30- 24K (1.51PS)
frequency response
" 3 motors and 3 heads

Originally
$850.00
Dillards
normal
discount
$679.95

v' CHECK THESE FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Ferrite Heads
Output Level control playback
Two step bias & equalization switches
Styled in professional black

Originally $399.95
Dillard's Normal Discount $268.88

Student
Special

$537.

Student
Speeial

00

~218 88

For The Flashy Student

For The Individualistic Student

Model365
Professional Strobe

A Super Buy

Vivita~:
• Guide No. 10-100 ASA 25
• Automatic to 65'
• complete outfit batter pack,
and cables and sensor

Originally
$349.95
billards
normal
, discount
$279.95

Student
.
Special

$138. 88

Includes
Wooden Cabinet

SANSUI350
DELUXE AM-FM RECEIVER

Originally $199.99
Dillard's Normal Discount $149.95

Student
Special

v' CHECK THESE FEATURES
• A full1.2 watts RMs per channel 40 HZ to 20 HZ With no more
than 1.0% total THD
• Tape monitor, Aux functions
• FM/AM performance is excellentl thanks to Sansuljs use
1
\.cf sophisticated circuits

"

$108. 88

First lesson: . ~;----.......-.................-...L
d Bourbon IS so
Bonde
.t took an
unique that ~ss (in 1897)
act of Congr
to establish the
standards for d
Old Grand-Dad d
and other Bon e
whiskeys.

I00 is perfect.
-1
-1 B'\_1urbonB )nlH!U
be 100 prnnt.
No n1ore. ,N "1 less.

771t ll'::,f
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